
PROGRAM DAY TIME

GOOD MORNING SAN ANTONIO Monday-Friday 4:30-7:00 AM
Monday-Friday 9:00-10:00 AM
Saturday & Sunday 6:00-7:00 AM
Saturday & Sunday 8:00-9:00 AM
Saturday 9:00-10:00 AM

KSAT 12 NEWS AT NOON Monday-Friday 12:00-1:00 pM

KSAT 12 NEWS AT sPM Monday-Friday 5:00-5:30 pM

KSAT 12 NEWS AT 6PM Monday-Friday 6:00-7:00 pM

NIGHTBEAT AT gPM Monday-Friday 9:00-10:00 pM

NIGHTBEATAT 10PM Monday-Friday 10:00-11:05 pM

KSAT 12 NEWS AT sPM Saturday 5:00-5:30 pM

NIGHTBEAT AT 10PM Saturday 10:00-10:35 pM

KSAT 12 NEWS AT 5:30PM Sunday 5:30-6:00 pM

NIGHTBEAT AT 10PM Sunday 10:00-10:30 pM

All of the above programs are locally produced News programs presenting a mix of news, weather, sports, and issue-
related feature stories. lssue-responsive program segments are usually thirty seconds (:30) to two minutes (02:00) in
duration, unless otherwise indicated.

KSAT.TV

QUARTERLY L¡ST OF PROGRAMMING
PROVIDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF COMMUNITY ISSUES

JULY I THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30,2OI9

NEWS SERIES Any Day within Newscasts

Multi-part News series, usually dealing with one issue or a series of related issues, are usually broadcast within the 1 2
Noon, 5PM, 6PM and/or lOPM newscasts. The duration of each program segment is usually approximately two-three
minutes, unless otherwise indicated. Series are indicated as localor recorded.

GOOD MORNING SAN ANTONIO Monday-Friday
Monday-Friday
Saturdays & Sundays
Saturdays
Sundays

4:30-7:004M
9:00-10:004M
6:00-7:004M
8:00-10:004M
8:00-9:004M

Within
Wlthln
Within
Within
Within

Local interviews, usually conducted live, occur on an irregular basis within the local Monday-Friday, 4:30-7:004M and
9:00-10:004M, Saturday, 6:00-7:00AM and 8:00-10:00AM, and Sunday 6:00-7:00AM and 8:00-9:00AM programs.
They usually feature localguest experts commenting on issues in the news. The duration of each program segment is
usually approximately thifi seconds (:30) to three minutes (03:00), unless otherwise indicated.



NOON NEWS INTERVIEWS Monday-Friday Within 12:00-l:00Ptlll Newscast

Local News interviews, usually conducted live, occur on an irregular basis within the local 12:00-1:00PM newscast.
They usually feature local guest experts commenting on issues in the news. The duration of each program segment is
usually approximately two to three minutes (02:00-03:00), unless otherwise indicated.

PUBLIC sERVlcE ANNOUNGEMENTS Mon-sun various Times

The station broadcasts local and non-local Public Service Announcements of varying lengths throughout its broadcast
schedule. Many of the local announcements are part of campaigns on one subject.

ABC-TV NETWORK 3rd QUARTER 2019 PROGRAM INFORMATTON

Attached is the 3rd Quarter review of the ABC Television Network News and Public Affairs Programming.
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ASCERTA¡NED COMMUNITY ISSUES

1. EDUCATION, including the quality of public education, school busing, bilingual education, school violence,
and the quality of college and adult education.

2. ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY, and TRANSPORTATION, including naturaldisasters; pollution, especially air
and water; the water crisis, and the effects of urban sprawl.

3. ECONOMY, including inflation, economic development, economic opportunity, welfare, unemployment, job
training, labor relations, and consumer issues.

4. CRIME, including increasing crime rate, youth and gang crime, police-community relations, gun control, law
enforcement, the criminaljustice system, and the prison system (reform and rehabilitation).

5. SOCIAL, including discrimination and other problems of racial minorities, women, senior citizens, the
disabled, homosexuals and religious and ethnic groups.

6. GOVERNMENT (Local/National), including government spending, the provision of government services,
military bases, taxes, general political debate by officials and candidates.

7. YOUTH/FAMILY, including issues regarding marriage, the changing role of the family, parenting, and child
rearing and abuse.
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QUARTERLY ISSU ES/PROGRAMS LIST

The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by Station KSAT-TV, San Antonio, along with
the most significant programming treatment of these issues from the period July 1 , 2019 through September 30, 2019.
The listing is by no means exhaustive; the order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority or
significance.

EDUCATION

Program Date Time Duration
9P NEWS 07101119 9:00PM 1:36
Thanks for joining us for KSAT News at nine -- streaming from right here in the KSAT 12 newsroom. I'm Myra Arthur. A
pivotal night in the Harlandale lndependent school district. The school board is holding a meeting tonight... To discuss
the Texas Education Agency's call... Forthe removal of the Harlandale superintendent and the entire school board. The
T-E-A also moved to lower the district's accreditation status...\lVhich means if the district doesn't address the problem's,
it could be placed on probation or its accreditation could be revoked all together. The state will also place a conservator
to oversee the district. July ninth to request a review of the lowered accreditation status... And the appointment of the
conservator. Coming up tonight on the Nightbeat -- coverage of what happened during that meeting tonight. Harlandale
l-S-D's school board pushing back against the state. The Texas Education Agency called for the replacement of the
superintendent and the entire school board last week. Tonight, the board confirmed district superintendent Reynaldo
Madrigalwill be suspended with pay. But the board isn't giving up, they asked their legal counsel to prepare a response
to the T-E-A. Meanwhile, Samantha Gallegos will take on the role of interim superintendent. This all comes from an
investigation that started in2017 . The T-E-A looked into allegations aboutthe way the Harlandale School Board handled
its contracts, nepotism, and a violation of the Opens Meetings Act. Those allegations included the superintendent
entering into contract agreements without the board's approval. The T-E-A also moved to lower the district's
accreditation status and will also place a conservator to oversee the district.

10P NEWS 07107119 10:00PM :21
Ready to Read right now on KSAT-dot-com. An Austin-based Theatre chain is giving moviegoers the option to give back
to the community. During the month of July - Alamo Drafthouse will give people the option to donate one, three, orfive-
dollars to the Refugee and lmmigrant Center for Education and Legal Services or Raices. The non-profit offers free and
low-cost legal services to immigrant children, families, and refugees.

5P NEWS 07111119 5:00PM :39
The American Federation of Teachers Union is suing education secretary Betsy Devos. The union says the department
of education has mismanaged the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program...\Mrich grants teachers and public service
workers loan forgiveness after 10 years of payments. The union says the department has been rejecting applications
and is violating their constitutional right to due process. According to politico, 99 percent of applications have been
rejected in recent years. That's left tens of thousands of people with student loans they thought would be forgiven.
Devos has proposed ending the loan forgiveness program for three years in a row, but lawmakers have continued to
fund it.

5P NEWS 07120119 5:00PM :16
You know summer is coming to an end once the school supplies are out and H-E-B is helping teachers save cash
before heading backtotheclassroom. Startingtoday... Teacherscan receivea 15-percentcouponforschoolandoffice
supplies ... And some household items. We have a link to register right now on KSAT-dot-com.

9P NEWS 07120119 9:00PM :40
San Antonio also joining in this iconic Apollo 1 1 Mission World Celebration. Today, families were invited to San Antonio
College'sScobeeEducationCenterforthe"nextgiantleap"event. OrganizerssaythegoalistorememberwhatApollo
I 1 was about and how it impacted the world...as well as learning about technology used today ... And what will be used
in the future. Rick Varner, director of Scobee Education Center said many of these youngsters are the ones who will be
going to college and getting the technology that does not yet exist that'll take us to our next neighbor which will be Mars.
Varner says he hopes today's event will encourage parents to become more invested in STEM Education... To support
our future professionals.

9P NEWS 07130119 9:00PM 2:41
Starting this fall, teachers will be more protected when it comes to harassment. Students who harass teachers will be
taken out of their regular classes and referred to disciplinary alternative education programs. Sarah Acosta spoke with
local teachers and parents about how they feel about the law. I've had kids throw things at me, spit at me, cuss at me.
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Sonya Timmerman is finishing up her student-teacher training at the middle school level. She says harassment from
students is something that teachers deal with daily. lt's why a new state law was passed this legislative session that
protects teachers against student harassment. Starting this fall, the law requires students who harass teachers or any
school district employee to be placed in a disciplinary alternative education program. lt does put that control in the
teacher's hands. Shelley Potter is the president of the San Antonio Alliance of Teachers. Previously if a teacher was
harassed it was up to the discretion of the district on how to proceed with discipline of the student. She says teachers
should feel safe in the classroom, but how they discipline a student is a delicate balance. We want to make sure that
that is balanced with not becoming a school to prison pipeline. "l believe that's wrong." Johnny Osbourn has three
children - he disagrees with the new law, saying alternative school for a one-time offense is too harsh especially for
students who might just be having a bad day or hard time at home. I believe that the alternative school is not another
option on my end, unless the child continues to keep doing it. Even as a teacherwho has been harassed and believes
teachers should feel safe - Timmerman says there are other solutions that can better protect not just teachers but also
the students. Try putting cameras in the classrooms. lt will protect the Teacher. I will show parents exactly what's going
on and it will protect the students as well. Timmerman says its crucial for teachers not to abuse this. She says she can
understand both sides-- she has a special needs child and says it would upset her if a teacher wrote off her son. I

would be devasted. lf my son's not getting the knowledge and the help or concern or even the compassion that he
deserves. Potterwith the San Antonio Teachers Alliance says they will be encouraging teachers to educate parents and
students about the new law. She explained the details of how teachers report the harassment and the process of what
happens afterwill be a combination of Texas Education Agency Regulations and District Disciplinary process. She says
most districts have hearing officers that will continue to determine actions on students.

10P NEWS 08/01/19 10:00PM .22
Here at home...Taxpayers voicing their opinion when it comes to the Harlandale lndependent School District. This after
a superintendent was suspended and the Texas Education Agency called for the replacement of the entire school
board. Some taxpayers are demanding the board stop fighting to stay, and just follow orders from the T-E-A. One
administrator for the district defended the board from the T-E-A.

9P NEWS 08/06/19 9:00PM :24
It's been almost two months since many college students turned their tassels and received their degrees ... So many
have student loan payments coming up soon. lf you borrowed money from the department of education, you may come
across websites online that promise fast loan forgiveness for a fee. Web producer lvan Herrera explains why promises
such as these are something you want to do more research on before handing over any money.

10P NEWS 08110119 l0:00PM 1.14
Nadine Schiefer is living the life - on a college student's budget. When it comes to student discounts, I usually use them
on clothing purchases. Jeans to T-shirts -- stores like Banana Republic and Madewell offer student discounts as much
as 15 percent. Of course, you have to prove you are a student - either by producing a student lD at the register or an
EDU email address. lnvesting in a new laptop? Lenovo, Dell and Microsoft offer rebates or student discounts. Apple
computers rarely go on sale. But Apple offers an education discount to all students and faculty. Best Buy has student
deals, too and offers price matching. With cell phones, you can ring up a little savings. Sprint and AT&T offer students
from certain colleges special savings. Streaming music and video content can add up. So, check this out: Spotify
premium and Hulu offer a bundle for students . 4.99 a month for both services. Don't forget the apps and memberships
- like Unidays and l-D-dot-Me. Some are free to join and if you do a little looking, you can uncover valuable discounts.
And, of course Amazon prime student. Students get the first six months free. After that it's 6.49 a month -for those
emergency dorm deliveries. From software and movie theaters to car insurance and restaurants ... There are a lot of
student discounts available... lt can't hurt to ask. lt can even pay off. Marilyn Moritz, KSAT12 News.

GMSA NEWS 08115119 5:004M :19
Lawmakers in Washington are working on several bills that could overhaul how people get loans. The Wall Street
Journalsaysthey'refocusingonallowingtheuseofso-calledalternativedataforcreditscoring. lnsteadofjustrelying
on loan payment history, factors like rent payments, cell phone bill payments and even education could be considered.

6P NEWS 08121119 6:00PM '23
New at Six. Some teachers in San Antonio l-S-D, starting off the school year with some extra cash, to pay for some of
those school projects thanks to a more than 200 thousand dollar grant. That money coming from the S-A-I-S-D
Foundation. The idea is to help pay for the best and brightest classroom projects, dreamed up by individual teachers or
teams of educators in the district. 56 grants in total at various SAISD campuses.
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GMSA NEWS 08126119 6:00PM :33
Speaking of college students... We have this article up.. . "starting your Freshman year of college? Take a deep breath,
savor these wise words." So over the weekend on twitter a woman posted a question asking for the best advice for
someone starting their freshman year of college...Well Twitter users didn't disappoint and she got tons of answers.
Some of the best responses... "learn as much different stuff as you can and don't spend your laundry money on alcohol."
Another response..."you will get out of your education what you put into it...lt's about learning and understanding the
world better". lf you have advice you can head to this article and add your response.

9P NEWS 08/30/19 9:00PM :37
More uncertainty for the South San School District. The superintendent has plans to resign, according to an agenda
posted on South San's website just hours ago. Dr. Alexandro Flores has been the superintendent for less than a year.
He joined the school district in October 20-18. Earlier this year, a monitor with the Texas Education Agency found that
the school board was micromanaging and ignoring Flores during board meetings. The monitor also recommended that
the district be placed under a state conservator. The investigation into the district started after board members pushed
for reopening three under performing schools. A special meeting is set for Tuesday to discuss the superintendent's
resignation.

10P NEWS 09102119 10:00PM '.28

Another change could be coming to South San lSD. Tomorrow a special meeting is scheduled to discuss the future of
Superintendent Dr. Alexandro Flores. According to the agenda he plans to resign. He joined the district back in October.
Earlier this year, a monitor with the Texas Education Agency found that the school board was micromanaging and
ignoring Flores during board meetings. The monitor also recommended that the district be placed under a state
conservator. The investigation into the district started after board members pushed for reopening three schools.

NOON NEWS 09/10/19 12:00PM :27
Boston is investing in students' college education * but at a much earlier age than expected. Starting today - every
kindergarten student in Boston will get 50 dollars and a savings account. The money is meant to get families started
saving for college. Students can't touch the fifty dollars until after high school and only for college or other job training.
The cost to Boston is about 2OO-thousand dollars every year for the program. Contributions come from the budget,
private sector and non-profits.

10P NEWS 09114119 10:00PM :42
We know the news can be a little tough to hear at times. So, we wanted to end your night by telling you something good.
Some students with down syndrome got to meet the Backstreet Boys before their concert in Louisville, Kentucky
yesterday. lt all started with a video by the education program "Down Syndrome Louisville." Members lip synched to the
Backstreet Boys song "l Want lt That Way." lt was posted on social media and got the band's attention, so they decided
to pay a visit. The meet and greet with all five Backstreet Boys. The band invited them to the concert, and a dozen
members of the group attended. Before the meeting Friday, Backstreet boy Kevin Richardson posted a video messaging
saying - "the passion, the joy, the soul that you put in that video was inspiring."

6P NEWS 09116119 6:00PM :27
Here in San Antonio, a diverse group of leaders from across the city are teaming up with a new early education
program...To help the kids of the alamo city. This morning they announced that "early matters." lt's an expansion of
"Pre-K-4-SA." The coalition says it puts the focus on education from as early as birth...to the age of eight. Students who
are enrolled in Pre-K had stronger STAAR test scores in third grade... had better attendance... and had less need for
special attention in the class. That's from a U-T-S-A study.

GMSA NEWS 09120119 5:304M 1:35
It's never too early to start thinking about your children's education. At one local school - they start talking about college
with their students as young as first grade. A lot of schools around the country have college prep counselors and
programs -- but as Max Massey shows us - KIPP is going above and beyond when it comes to college prep. The KIPP
through college program is unique in that it not only helps students get to the universities - but it helps them stay there
and succeed there. There's a difference between making everybody go to college and preparing everybody to go to
college if that's what they choose. KIPP offers their students an actual course to work on college apps, scholarships and
even financial aid. About time they finish their junior year. They have a list of nine schools ready to go all summer they
do the research. They start coming in in July to see us as seniors and then they go into their senior seminar class and
their senior seminar class it's all about choosing the right colleges to apply to doing their financial aid finding
scholarships. Dr. Allen smith has worked in higher level education for 20 years -- and this year comes to San Antonio to
help KIPP reach their goals. Getting them to apply to college. Letting them see the different choices that they have.
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Helping them understand financially how they could save some money and what options they have and then following
them not only when they walk through those college doors taking their first class but actually walk out across the stage
when they get their college diploma. And this program helps hundreds of students across our community. Seeing the
struggles that my family went through and not really having stability like my friends or everything just pushed me to go to
school where I can have better career options and like have a better future not only for me but like future generations
after me. Tomorrow morning on GMSA hear Mariah's story and what KIPP through college means for students in our
community for free reporting just south of downtown, Max Massey, KSAT12 News.

10P NEWS 09122119 10:00PM 1:27
Learning to love and live in his skin...that is what one 7th grader with Vitiligo has done after years of bullying. He has a
rare mysterious skin disorder that causes him to lose pigment. His name is Sevin and he's next on \Mat's Up South
Texas, a segment where highlight unique stories in our community. Check out Sevin's story...and how he's on a mission
to educate and inspire others with his skin. This is Sevin...we love Sevin for seven. This is l2-year-old Sevin
Sweatts...you see he's an active and happy young man. .. But because of a rare skin disorder called Vitiligo where skin
starts to lose color, his life has had a very rocky start. His first spot appeared when he was three. "We kind of went with
it and didn't think anything of it. As he got older, he started to get more and it started to affect him more in his life." "The
hardest parts were líke getting into elementary school because that is when people started looking at it and started
bothering me." "They wouldn't say anything they would just give me ugly looks." Ugly looks turned into bullying..."l used
to wear jackets to cover it up everywhere I would go just to get it out of my...way so people wouldn't really look at me."
The centers for disease control and prevention says the cause of Vitiligo is still a mystery. Sevin's mother Selina Allen
says stress added to her son's changing skin color. "Fourth and Fifth grade year is when his Vitiligo went crazy. He was
so stressed out in school because kids were being mean to him. But never wanted to come home and tell mom. He
acted like nothing was happening and when I would ask him, he would say no. "He never got out of his room. He was
just to himself." But Sevin...had enough when he was in the fifth grade. He got into a fight. "He said it was because
people were picking on him and he was getting angry." Selina...heartbroken at her son's reality. "Crying in the shower.
Crying in the bathroom. Crying on the way home just thinking that it is a horrible experience for him to go through." But
that fight set into motion changes to Sevin's life. He soon realized that he wasn't the only one with this skin disorder after
attending a Vitiligo support and awareness conference in Houston. When he got backfrom the conference, he said mom
I don't want my Vitiligo to go away anymore...l said alrightl They say the biggest blessing was attending Cornerstone
Christian Schoolwhich encouraged him to not only be comfortable in his skin but inspired him to be baptized. "lt means
a lot because then people will know that I have God in my life to help me through everything and put paths in where I am
supposed to go." He's even been presented with many opportunities like modeling. "l am not really interested. I am just
really a sports person. I am not really into that." Now with confidence, Sevin and his mother want to inspire others living
with Vitiligo to love yourself forwho you are...that's a beautiful message forwhat's up south Texas. "Believe in God, he
will help you through your journey." "Remind your child that we are all different people. God made us all different and to
truly put God in your child's life so that they can know that god made us differently.

ENVIRONMENT. ENERGY. and TRANSPORTATION

Program Date Time Duration
9P NEWS 07103119 9:00PM :48
CPS Energy and the city of San Antonio are hoping to bring smart streetlight technology to the city. A few years ago, L-
E-D lights were installed in streetlights across the city. The city wants to install sensors on top of those lights which can
measure temperature, air quality, noise and even look for available parking spaces. The idea is that the city can then
use this data to better inform residents of conditions around the city. And, as an added bonus, residents will no longer
have to inform C-P-S of issues with the lights. Richard Medina, CPS Energy said "the smart street-lights will bring value
to all our customers. You don't have to call in and let us know a hght rs out. We will know the light is out, we know where
all the lights are at, they give us GPS coordinates and we can send the right crews to the right location." an exact date is
unclear, but the city and C-P-S are hoping to soon test a small number of sensors at BAMC and the downtown area.

GMSA NEWS 07110119 9:004M .24
lf you live or travel on the northeast side .. . There is a road closure you need to know about. ln fact, it was just closed at
the top of the hour. Eisenhauer road between Glendora and l-35 is closed. That's west of I-35. The city of San Antonio's
Transportation and Capital lmprovements Office says construction crews are working on the railroad crossing there ...
To make it a smoother drive over. lt is expected to be closed through Friday, so plan ahead.
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NOON NEWS 07115119 12:00PM :35
That was the roars of New York city when power was restored after a massive black out over the weekend. At its peak,
more than 73 thousand con-Edison customers lost power -- most of them in midtown Manhattan and the upper west
side. The outage had a big impact on the subway system. The city's fire department responded to numerous
transformer fires- and people trapped in subway cars and elevators. Mayor Bill de Blasio said it appears the outage was
the result of a mechanical problem in the power grid. He is calling for an investigation of "Con-Ed" to make sure this
doesn't happen again. The outages come 42 years to the day of a massive blackout that impacted much of New York
city.

NOON NEWS 07119119 12:00PM :30
The jeep could be a car of the past come 2040. That's according to analysts at Bloomberg new energy finance. They
say in about 20 years electric cars will be the new norm-- making up half of the cars sold. lf electric cars are really going
to go toe-to-toe against cars that run on good ole'gasoline- a few things need to happen first. Electric cars are going to
need to be able to go farther on just one charge. Right now - they only get about 200 miles a charge but experts say--
within 10 years-- we'll be looking at 300 miles a charge. They'll also have to charge faster-- and we're going to need
more charging stations. Finally- since the consumer is king- we will need more options for tighter budgets.

9P NEWS 07123119 9:00PM :24
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality - or T-C-E-Q - has issued an "Ozone Action Day" for San Antonio
tomorrow. That means the condition of the atmosphere is expected to be better for producing high levels of ozone air
pollution in our area. On ozone action days, San Antonio Metro Health says young children, the elderly and those with
respiratory problems -- limit as asthma, emphysema and bronchitis - should limit their time outside.

GMSA NEWS 07130119 4:304M 1:05
Fresh green salads are often top the menu in summer. But salad lovers - listen up. Consumer Reports tested 284
samples of fresh greens. What they found? Six of the samples tainted with listeriamonocytogenes - potentially deadly
bacteria. The tainted samples included red and green leaf lettuce, spinach, and kale. Both conventional and organic.
Packaged and loose. Be aware, listeria cannot readily be washed off with water. Washing greens can get rid of dirt and
some pesticides, but not all bacteria. That's because bacteria can adhere to the surface of leaves and also get stuck in
the microscopic crevices. lt's important to know that not everyone exposed to listeria gets sick. But some people are
more vulnerable - including pregnant women, older adults, infants and young children and anyone with a compromised
immune system. Leafy greens are super nutritious and for most people, the nutritional benefits faroutweigh the potential
contamination risks. But if you are in that at-risk category, the safest thing to do is to stick with greens that you can cook.
Food safety experts also advise you eat leafy greens soon after you buy them before bacteria has a chance to multiply.
Marilyn Moritz, KSAT12 News.

10P NEWS 08/03/19 10:00PM :26
Residents in Cfayton, California, northeast of San Francisco, have been ordered to shelter in place after a series of
wildfires sparked in the area. The warning was issued last night due to air quality potentially being compromised.
Authorities have asked all residents to stay inside with the windows and doors closed and not to use phones unless to
call 9-1-1. So far, the fire has burned more than 650 acres. The cause has not yet been determined. At last check, the
fires were fifty percent contained.

9P NEWS 08/05/19 9:00PM 1'.26
Joining me now is Leon Valley Fire Chief Michael Naughton. Thank you very much for being with us fire chief. What are
some things that people need to know right away about emergency preparedness? We want everybody to be prepared
in their own home to handle three days with nothing. The first and most important thing is water. And it takes one gallon
of water per person per day just to stay alivê. Think about no power. Water comes from power. You're not going to have
water. Cases of water are good. You can buy a case of water. Store it a month later use it put a new one back and
always have a new one. A lot of these things can be eaten without being cooked over fire. I mean it's convenient to have
fire, but you could eat all of these things right here without heat. lf there's a wildfire or something. We have face masks
to clean some of the air that we breathe. lf you're reliant on a prescription medication and you don't have it, or you can't
get to the store to get it. You should have a supply held back plus normal everyday comfort medication. We have
Aspirin. Basic tools to do basic things. A working flashlight. Always. We have a trash bag here. This could be used for
sanitation this could be used to haul water it could be used to keep trash in. And good old duct tape which works a lot for
everything. Final tips that you have when it comes to emergency preparedness for anyone out there? This stuff can be
probably pulled out of your cabinets right now but put into a container a box a bag or something where it's set aside it's
not used it's always there. Thank you very much Fire Chief Michael Naughton with the Leon Valley Fire Department. We
appreciate you guys being with us on another edition of adulting hacks.
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9P NEWS 08/09/19 9:00PM :i9
The E-P-A has exceeded its goals on cutting back environmental regulations. That's according to the agency's inspector
general. A report shows the E-P-A has cut26 regulations ... Saving more than 96-million dollars. The inspectorgeneral
says the impact of these rollbacks on human health and the environment was not evaluated.

6P NEWS 08116119 6:00PM 1'.29
Our hottest stretch of the year continues. and it's likely to keep going for a while. the state's energy providerasking us all
to cool it when it comes to using electricity. lt sent out an emergency alert this week. Twice and as Katrina Webber
reports, it could happen again if we don't ease up on the thermostat. Blazing hot days in August are as common in San
Antonio as breakfast tacos. \Mat is unusual is the toll they're taking on our power supply ... According to the agency
that oversees the state's electric grid. ln response to the record demand ...the electric reliability councilof Texas or Ercot
...twice this week, put out an emergency appeal for everyone to cut back. lt's not just San Antonio that would be
affected. lt's everyone in the State of Texas that's affected. CPS Energy ... our local electricity supplier... is echoing the
call ... urging us to act before it's too late. and then inevitably, if it gets to that point, there will have to be some rolling
blackouts. Spokesman John Moreno says it's especially important to reduce use during peak hours ... from three to
seven p-m. He suggests starting with your thermostat by bumping it up to at least 78 degrees. Fans can help to coolyou
down instead ... and keeping blinds and drapes closed will keep out the heat. you're also urged not to use large
appliances like ovens ... dryers and dishwashers ... during that time. and don't forget about yourself in all of this. The
more you can conserve, the less itwill hurt in yourwallet when it comes time to getting your bill. Even if we're not in this
situation, it's always a good idea for customers to save energy and save money. They're words to live by ... now and for
the foreseeable future. lf this year is typical ... these extra hot temperatures could stick around until early October.
Katrina Webber, KSAT12 News.

GMSA NEWS 08121119 5:004M :12
Energy-Star is recommending people keep their thermostats set to 78 degrees in the summer. The Energy Saving
Program also says you should crank it up to 85 when you're not home...and 82 when you're asleep. Energy-Star
recommends using a programmable thermostat to implement the settings it says are best. However, one thing Energy
Star didn't seem to take into account is humidity. More moisture in the air makes it harder for your body to cool itself by
sweating * so 78 degrees in a humid area feels much warmer than the same temperature where the air is dry.

9P NEWS 08129119 9:00PM :30
San Antonio is looking to steer a new technology onto its streets and test it out before it merges into the mainstream.
Brooks .. . the former Air Force Base, turned mixed-use development on the southeast side ... Would be the planned site
of a pilot program for self-driving vehicles. The city's chief innovation officer said it is jumping in with brooks and via
metropolitan transit for the program. lt would consist of two autonomous shuttles driving routes by the brooks transit
center . .. Providing transportation for the first or last part of their bus trip. The intent is to get the program started before
the end of the year.

5P NEWS 09/03/19 5:00PM :40
C-P-S Energy crews are getting ready to head to Florida tomorrow morning. A team of 62 employees from San Antonio
are meeting up with other utility workers from across the country... to help areas in need. The restoration team is taking
several bucket trucks to help restore power as quickly as possible. They're expected to stay there for about two weeks.
Lisa Pervota, Manager Warehouse Operations said we have learned to have our materials ready in advance when we're
aware of these storms coming. We prepare and have our trucks stocked and ready to go and make sure we have
everything and just supply the materials so when we're called for assistance, we're ready. The restoration team is
expected to stay there for about two weeks.

GMSA NEWS 09107119 8:004M :27
An idea that keeps coming up in this region -- is picking up steam once again. People are pushing for a rail line between
San Antonio and Austin. A group of local legislators sent a letter to the Texas House Transportation Committee...asking
for a study centered on the rail line idea. lt would focus on the logistics of the project - including potential funding and
possible obstacles. The goalwould be to have the informationby 20-21- which one representative says is key to the
region's progression.

10P NEWS 09115119 10:00PM 1:21
Drone attacks sparking major fires at one of the world's largest oil processing facilities in Saudi Arabia. The billowing
smoke - seen in these satellite images from NASA. Arabic Houthi rebels in Yemen claiming responsibility for the attack -
saying they were able to exploit vulnerabilities in Saudi Arabia's air defense system. Ganyard - these are 10, 20
thousand-dollar drones that are defeating air defense systems that cost hundreds of millions of dollars. Secretary of
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state Mike Pompeo directly blaming lran * tweeting: "Tehran is behind nearly 100 attacks on SaudiArabia, amid allthe
calls for de-escalation, lran has now launched an unprecedented attack on the world's energy supply. This could
heighten tensions between the U.S. and lran. White house counselor Kellyanne Conway was asked if the U.S. would
strike lranian oil fields in retaliation. Conway/Fox News Sunday: this president and his national security team and
secretary Mike Pompeo our nation's chief diplomat keep many options on the table. SaudiArabia's state-owned oilgiant
Aramco says these attacks have resulted in production suspension of 5.7 million barrels of crude oil per day. Ranjith
Raja, senior analyst at Refinitiv Oil Research: when you talk about the global production that's almost more than 5
percent of the global oil production." The U.S. Energy Department says it "stands ready to deploy resources from the
strategic petroleum oil reserves if necessary. But Americans could soon be feeling the pinch at the pump if the Saudis
cannot get production back on-line quickly. Stephanie Ramos, ABC News.

GMSA NEWS 09118119 5:004M .34
We will soon learn what kind of safety measures Boeing might take moving forward. A small committee from Boeing's
board has been working on developing new safety recommendations .. . and they're expected to share those with the full
board sometime in the next few days. lt comes after more than 300 people died in two plane crashes involving 737 Max
jets. The goalof the committee is to figure out how Boeing can improve the way it builds all planes...not just 737 Max
models. Sources say some of the recommendations include changes to the cockpits...and updates to how engineers
and pilots should report safety concerns.

6P NEWS 09120119 6:00PM :31
Pennsylvania's famous three-mile island is officially shut down. Exelon generation announced the shut down in May,
blaming the decision on the lack of state action in subsidizing clean energy. Three-mile island is best known for the
partial meltdown of one of its two reactors in 19-79. lt's considered to be the most significant accident at a commercial
nuclear power plant in u-s history, leading to stricter federal oversight of nuclear power plants. Although the plant is
officially closed, Exelon says it will take until 20-78 for the plant to fully decommission.

ECONOMY

Proqram Date Time Duration
GMSA NEWS 07105119 9:004M :24
New this morning - the new jobs report suggests the economy is rebounding. Employers added 224-thousand jobs in
June. The Labor Department says that gain came after a weak month of growth in May. The unemployment rate did
move up though - to 3-point-7 percent...Up from 3-point-6 percent for the previous two months. They think that is
because more people began searching for work. Hourly wages are also up more than 3 percent from a year ago.

NOON NEWS 07108119 12:00PM :20
Questions are growing about what the Fed may do with interest rates after a strong June jobs report. Late last week,
the Labor Department said 224-thousand jobs were created across the country, rebounding strongly after a weak may
report. But experts say signs of a slowing economy could still prompt the Fed to cut rates a quarter point at the end of
the month.

6P NEWS 07115119 6:00PM :43
But first, around America. United States Education Secretary Betsy Devos is being sued by a teacher's union. The
American Federation of Teachers Union says the U-S Department of Education has mismanaged the Public Service
Loan Forgiveness Program. lt grants teachers and other public service workers loan forgiveness after they make 10
years of payments. The Union says the department has improperly rejected applications and has violated their
constitutional right to due process. According to Politico, 99 percent of applications have been relected over the last few
years. That's left tens of thousands of people with student loans they thought would be forgiven *after they worked a
decade on the job. The president of the union says Devos has quote "hurt and pauperized them."

GMSA NEWS 07121119 6:00PM :26
President Donald Trump says he will nominate lawyer Eugene Scalia to be his new labor secretary. Scalia is the son of
thelatesupremecourtjusticeAntoninScalia.HeisapartneratalawfirminWashington. PresidentTrumptweetedthat
Scalia is quote "highly respected not only as a lawyer, but as a lawyer with great experience working with labor and
everyone else" end quote. Scalia previously served in government roles including as the Labor department's top lawyer
in20-02.
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NOON NEWS 07123119 l2:00PM :24
Back here at home- today Cibolo city council is voting on measures aimed at bringing big development to the area. At
their special session today, they are expected to vote on an incentive package for a major Toyota supplier. A new
manufacturing site could bring about a thousand jobs to the area. Both the city of San Antonio and Bexar County have
approved incentive packages too. This is a story we will be kéeping an eye on here at KSAT,

GMSA NEWS 07125119 5:004M 1:20
TheAmericandream.... Delayed. Datafromthe"Urban lnstitute"showsmillennialsarewaitingtobecomehomeowners.
David Greene, real estate expert, "Biggerpockets" podcast co-host: "to a lot of people when they see a home what they
see is debt. There's a mortgage. I now owe money. I'm going to be paying for 30 years." the data shows several factors
holding millennials back. lncluding waiting longer to get married and have kids. As well as student debt. But real estate
experts say buying a home can be a worth-while investment. David Greene, says "when you buy a rental property, and
the rent goes up every year...You get to a point where you're making more rent then it costs-and you have extra cash
flow that you can use to pay off your student debt faster." David Greene says for those millennials who are looking to
buy - the first step is to talk to a lender and get pre-approved for a loan. Next: broaden your perspective and don't let
the price tag of a home deter you from a life-changing investment. David Greene also said "l'm sure their parents had
the very same fears that millennials today have. But look at what happened after 30 years of inflation. Real estate is an
incredible investment when you hold it over the long term." Greene also says...Focus on saving. "A lot of times buying
real estate forces you to live within a budget which is great for your personal finances and starts healthy habits going
fonrard." For consumer watch- I'm Mary Moloney, ABC News.

GMSA NEWS 08102119 9:00PM 1:26
The President - touting his new trade policies at a rally in Cincinnati overnight, Trump said "we've taken the toughest
ever action to stand up to Ghina's trade abuse." President Trump - now slapping a new 10 percent tariff on 300 billion
dollars-worth of Chinese products, starting in September. Trump - "for the last 20 years, China has taken hundreds and
hundreds of billions of dollars out of our country. And now we're stopping the theft of American jobs." But -- the tariffs
means American shoppers could see prices go up on everything from clothing to smart phones to TV's to toys.
The chamber of commerce saying the president's move will "inflict great pain on American businesses, farmers, workers
and consumers, and undermine an othenvise strong u-s economy." news of the tariffs - affecting wall street too - the
Dow plunged Thursday - closing down 280 points. Sutel said "the goods that are now going to be targeted are ones that
would affect ordinary consumers." This latest development - part of a long-running and costly trade disputewith China -
only days after both sides resumed negotiations - the president also mixing politics with his China Trade Policy. Trump
said they would love to see a guy like sleepy Joe Biden who has no clue what the hell he's doing." And renewing his
attacks on democrats vying for his job, and the four minority congresswomen, he's targeted forweeks. But this time, the
crowd refrained from chanting, "send her back." China reacted overnight to PresidentTrump's latesttariff announcement
- saying it's - quote "definitely not the right way to resolve trade frictions." Megan Tevrizian, ABC News, New York.

GMSA NEWS 08/06/19 5:004M :22
Other stories we're following this morning. All eyes will be on wall street. The U-S economy is growing and the
unemployment rate is low - but the escalating trade war with China is taking a toll on stocks. The Dow and S-and-P,
were in a free-fallyesterday. Each closed down three percent, and the Nasdaq three-point-four. This came after China
devalued its currency in response to president trump's tariff threat.

10P NEWS 08111119 l0:00PM 1:10
The pomp and circumstance music have faded, your tassel was turned, and now you have your degree! Awesome job!
But now come the student loan payments. lf you borrowed from the department of education, you may still have a few
months to get your finances together before you start paying that money back. For those already paying their loans,
forgiveness may be an option. So, scammers are working to charge you for things that your loan services can do for free
to work out your loan situations. No matter which situation you're in, here are a few tips from the federal trade
commission on what to look out for to avoid falling victim to scams. First, only scammers promise fast loan forgiveness.
Call your loan service provider to learn the ways your loans can be forgiven. Next, if a company asks you to pay a fee
up front for help with your loans, do not give them any money. The department of education offers a variety of ways to
help you figure out your loans for free. You also want to look out for companies with fake government seals. Scammers
use those to lure people in and take money from the innocent. Finally, do not share your federal student aid l-D with
anyone. This is private information that you should be using to access student loan information. Remember to be
cautious and do your research before giving out your personal information to any person or company. lvan Herrera,
KSAT12 News
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6P NEWS 08113119 6:00PM :42
A major announcement in the us-china trade war. The Trump Administration now says planned tariffs on 300 billion
dollars-worth of Chinese consumer goods scheduled to start September first have now been delayed and will likely
begin December 15th. Markets rebounded on the news Tuesday morning. President Trump spoke with the press
shortly after. Pres Donald Trump: this will help a lot of different people. nñO we had a very good talt< yesterday with
China a very productive call. I think they want to do something. Unlike last year's tariffs on mostly industrial materials,
this round was supposed to target items like cell phones, toys and clothes. Analysts point out the president hopes to run
on a strong economy tn 2020. Ron Brownstein/political analyst: this feels like they were eyeball to eyeball with China
and the president just blinked. As consumers breathe a sigh of relief about their holiday budgets, American farmers
remain frustrated and worried. Chinese companies have retaliated against the tariffs by refusing to import American
agricultural products. Roger Johnson, Pres, Natl Farmers Union: there's a lot of financial strain, farmers are not arguing
that we shouldn't hold China accountable, they're saying let's have a plan and get the rest of the world united with us. ln
Washington, I'm Whitney Wild.

NOON NEWS 08122119 12:00PM :18+1:27
We turn now to the economy. Amid fears of a looming recession... President Trump is defending the trade war with
China... and touting a strong economy. This as the labor department revealed this morning - employers added a half
million fewer jobs in 2018 and early 2019 than previously reported. ABC's Rachel Scott joins us from Washington with
more. President Trump changing course - those payroll tax cuts he was considering - no longer on his mind. Trump said
"l'm not looking at a tax cut now. We don't need it. We have a strong economy." As recession fears set in - the president
repeatedly dismissed any talk of fractures in the U.S. economy. That are linked in part to his ongoing trade war with
china. Trump - "one thing I have to do is economically take on China, because China has been ripping us off for many
years." Some economists say Americans are taking most of the hit from president Trump's tariffs. Still, the president
defended that trade war - offering this explanation - Trump - "somebody had to do it. I am the chosen one. Somebody
had to do it. And l'm taking on China on trade. And you know what we're winning." The President has pointed the finger
at the fed for not lowering interest rates even lower? Although the fed cut those rates last month. And now after more
than a decade of economic growth - signs of another crack. The labor department revealing job growth from April 2018
to March 2019 was not as large as they originally thought. The department revising its numbers to show a half million
fewer jobs were actually created during that time period. And another chip - the yield curve - inverting once again -
turning negative for the second time in one week. A pattern that some economists believe shows that the us is inching
closer to a recession. And despite those warnings - the president and his campaign continue to sell the economy. The
republican national committee has launched an entire tour - highlighting the president's record on this issue as his 2020
democratic rivals see this moment - as an opportunity for fresh attacks.

GMSA NEWS 08129119 5:004M :15
More than 200 footwear companies are joining forces... Hoping they can convince the president to scrap new tariffs on
Chinese imports. The companies sent President Trump a letter yesterday. lt says the tariffs will amount to a hidden tax
on Americans. The leader of an industry association says the tariffs will not only lead to higher prices for consumers -
but they will also affect American jobs and growth in those companies. The new tariffs are set to kick in on Sunday - but
most products will not be affected until mid-December.

GMSA NEWS 09101119 5:00AM :24
New tariffs on Chinese goods go into effect today. The Trump Administration placed the tariffs on Chinese imports ..
which will affect things like clothes, shoes and sporting goods. About two{hirds of all Chinese goods now face higher
taxes. This is one of the biggest tariffs that coufd impact consumer spending - which is a large driver of the American
economy. A new analysis from University College London says it will cost an average consumer about 460 dollars a
year.

9P NEWS 09i06/19 9:00PM :27
More than 300 people are trying to stop the draining of four lakes along the Guadalupe river. Two separate lawsuits
were filed yesterday in Guadalupe county against Guadalupe Blanco RiverAuthority and its officers. The GBRA recently
said they would drain Gonzales, McQueeny, Placid and Meadow Lakes. Because the aging reservoirs represent a
danger to those who use them for recreation. Attorneys for the plaintiffs say the draining of the lakes is not necessary
and could cost the local economies including two local school districts... millions. The fear is that the four lakes set to be
drained would be left empty and un-repaired for years. The lawsuit calls on the GBRA to make the necessary repairs.
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5P NEWS Ogl13l19 5:00PM 1:42
The economy... Gun policy ... Racism ... Ten democratic candidates sparred over a wide range of topics on the Houston
debate stage last night. Beto O'Rourke/(D) presidential candidate: hell, yes, we're going to take yourAR-15, yourAK-47.
Sen. Cory Booker, New Jersey: we have systemic racism that is eroding our nation but among the most contentious
exchanges centered on health care. Sen Elizabeth Warren: we're going to do this by saying everyone is covered by
Medicare for all. Joe Biden/-D-presidential candidate: nobody's yet said how much it's going to cost! While candidates all
agree that something needs to be done - there's a major split on what exactly that is. Joe Biden/-D-presidential
candidate: my plan for health care costs a lot of money, it costs 740 billion dollars. lt doesn't cost 30 trillion dollars. Sen
Bernie Sanders/-D-presidential candidate: Medicare for all is the most cost-effective approach for every man woman
and child and I who wrote the damn bill... Sen Amy Klobuchar/-D-presidential candidate: and while Bernie wrote the bill, I

read the bill. I don't think that's a bold idea, I think that's a bad idea. The topic - a major concern for democratic voters as
well. A recent poll found 89 percent of Democratic leaning registered voters said health care was either extremely or
very important - a larger percentage than issues like climate change, gun policy and the economy a majority of primary
candidates taking one of two paths on health care...Those who support a single national government health insurance
program - or "Medicare for all." And those who believe there should be some type of mix of government and private
programs. Mayor Pete Buttigieg/-D- presidential candidate: the problem with that'damn' bill you wrote and same with
Senator Warren is that it doesn't trust the American people. Sen Kamala Harris/-D-presidential candidate: offering
people choice not taking that from them. Candidates drawing distinctions on major issues - as they wrangle for the top
spot in a crowded field heading into primary season.

GMSA NEWS 09117119 5:00AM :30
Experts say this amount of oil has never been sidelined before - which is why it's creating such a dramatic disruption in
the global economy. Nearly 6 million barrels of oil are off the market each day. So - taking a look around town -- gas
prices range across San Antonio according to gas buddy. On the northwest side - you can expect to pay about2-1À a
gallon around University Hospital. On the south side, prices range from 2-14 agallon 2-17 agallon. And along the l-35
corridor on the east side, expect to pay a little more. Prices range from 2-22 to 2-33 a gallon.

9P NEWS 09120119 9:00PM l:08
Let's turn now to some of the biggest stories making headlines around America tonight. The U-S will deploy additional
troops and military equipment to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates to beef up security. This comes in the
aftermath of last weekend's attacks on Saudi oil facilities that the U-S blamed on lran. We don't know the exact number
of troops that will be sent. President Donald Trump is responding to news that an anonymous whistleblower filed a
formal complaint about a call the president had earlier this summer with a foreign leader. The president says he doesn't
know that person's identity ... But is calling them just another political hack job. There are still a lot of unanswered
questions about the complaint. But the A-P is reporting the president urged the new leader of Ukraine to investigate the
son of former vice president Joe Biden. The U-S and El Salvador have signed an agreement ... That could prevent some
asylum seekers from seeking refuge in the U-S. The dealwill allow the u-s to divert asylum seekers from the southern
border to El Salvador. The acting department of homeland security secretary says its overall design is to curb illegal
migration by increasing security and economic opportunity in El Salvador.

CRIME

Program Date Time Duration
GMSA NEWS 07102119 4:30AM :26
San Antonio police are asking for your help finding a driver they say hit someone in a store parking lot. Police say it
happened at the Sprouts on Callaghan road back on June 14. They say someone was walking out of the store when a
driver of a white ford explorer pulled hrs car rrght up next to that person. When that person asked what the driver was
doing - he accelerated and hit them. The driver then drove off. lf you know anything about this, please call Crime
Stoppers at 21 0-224-STOP.

6P NEWS 07104119 6:00PM 1:13
House Bill 13-25 legalized hemp and hemp-derived products, like CBD oil by changing the definition of marijuana.
Marijuana is now anything with a THC concentration greater than point three percent. Anything less is considered hemp.
Making the distinction between marijuana and hemp is what's causing problems for prosecutors. That's because it
requires proof of the THC concentration...Which only a lab capable of determining that type of potency can do. The
problem -- Texas District and County Attorneys Association says that capability "exclLldes most, if not all, of the crime
labs in Texas right now." The advisory from the group goes on to say that "various law enforcement agencies-including
DPS-and other local or private crime labs will have to purchase new instrumentation." Something that the Texas
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Department of Public Safety and other experts warned state lawmakers as they discussed HB 1325. We do not currently
quantity THC in samples so we would have to go through a validation process and procure some instrumentation to be
able to do that quantification. The Texas Tribune reports the equipment to test THC concentration costs between 300
and 500 thousand dollars. The legislation did not include funding to purchase such equipment. And it's just not the cost,
once the equipment is bought ... lt has to go through an accreditation process which could take months.

6P NEWS 07111119 6:00PM :30
Fired but not forgotten. A former Bexar County Detention Officer, terminated over an alleged incident two years ago,
arrested and charged. 26-year-old Raynel lshman was taken into custody on a warrant for assault bodily injury.
Deputies say lshman assaulted an inmate at the Bexar County Adult Detention Center. The sheriffs office says lshman
was fired by the current administration in October of 2017 as a probationary termination for failing to maintain standards
of conduct, demanded of a person associated with law enforcement.

5P NEWS 07117119 5:00PM :39
New at five ... Bexar County Jail officials say they mistakenly released a convicted felon with a parole violation over the
weekend . .. After the agency that arrested him .. . S-A-P-D . . . Failed to tell them about the violation. Nikky Velez was first
taken into custody early Saturday ... ln connection to the theft of a vehicle. B-C-S-O says the arresting officer did not
mention a separate parole violation while booking him ... Did not annotate it on Velez's booking slip and did not provide
documents confirming the violation. Velez was recaptured at an area bail bond company ... And is now back in jail. S-A-
P-D officials say the arresting officer inadvertently entered a wrong date of birth for Velez . .. But that the jail was aware
of the warrant for 13 hours before Velez was released.

GMSA NEWS 07123119 4:304M :35
Attorneys for mail bomber Cesar Sayoc are asking for leniency in his sentencing. Sayoc pleaded guilty to 65 felony
counts in March - including use of weapons of mass destruction mailing bombs to prominent democratic politicians and
journalists last year. He could get up to life in prison at his sentencing in mid-September. His lawyers have filed a
request asking the judge to sentence him to the minimum under the guidelines: which is 10 years and one month. The
filing mentions that the Florida man's steroid use and infatuation with Donald Trump as reasons behind his crimes. lt
says excessive steroid use increased his anxiety and paranoia.

GMSA NEWS 07126119 4:30PM 1:38
Today--senate democrats say there needs to be swift action-for congress to protect the security of America's elections.
Schumer said - Mueller's testimony should be a wake-up call to every American // that the integrity of our elections is at
stake. Those comments coming a day after special counsel Mueller's testimony-where he confirmed his investigation
found Russia interfered in the 2016 election in a 'sweeping and systemic' fashion. Mueller - it wasn't a single attempt.
They are doing it as we sit here, and they expect to do it in the next campaign following Mueller's testimony-a bipartisan
senate report detailed the extent of the interference---saying Russia gained unauthorized access to the personal data of
hundreds of thousands of voters-and that officials in 21 states noted suspicious incidents or the scanning of their
systems. Democratic senators responding-seeking passage of multiple bills bolstering election security-only to be
stopped by republican leader Mitch McConnell. McConnellsaid it's just a highly partisan billfrom the same folks who
spent two years hyping up a conspiracy theory about President Trump and Russia. Senator McConnell has blocked
nearly every effort to bring election security to the senate floor-many of them-bipartisan efforts-including some co-
authored by fellow republican and President-Trump-ally Lindsey Graham. With congress locked in yet another
stalemate-President Trump focused on the Mueller investigation{elling Fox News it was an attack on his presidency.
Trump said - this was treason, this was high crimes. ln regards to election security-republican senator Chuck Grassley
has said there were similar efforts to interfere in the 2018 election the U.S. was aware of-and he said while he couldn't
give details he'd learned in a security briefing-he did say there was success in stopping that interference. Trevor Ault,
ABC News Washlngton.

GMSA NEWS 07130119 4:304M :38
Concerns about safety in their gated community prompted one Shavanno Park Home Owners Association to turn to a
new type of security system. lt uses technology that was once exclusively used by law enforcement. Helen
Cronenberger says the license plate reader cameras outside their gate have discouraged crimes from happening. The
cameras are run by Flock Safety and although they are meant to record plate information...They actually record
everything. So, it's possible to go back and search for specific images in the footage. Cronenberger says they're working
to be able to give law enforcement access to the data so they can track any wanted vehicles that are caught on their
cameras.
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5P NEWS 08101119 5:00PM :35
Local advocates and community leaders came together for the dedication of a brand- new state-of-the-art children and
family support center. The 2ô.5 million-dollar facility will house Bexar County's Child Advocacy group "Child Safe." Child
safe provides so many different kinds of services for kids and families in Bexar County...lncluding trauma therapy,
extended care and individual case management for children who have been victims of physical or sexual abuse, have
experienced neglect or been a witness to a violent crime. lt's also the first urban center of its kind to house juvenile
probation to combat minor sex trafficking

GMSA NEWS 08/05/19 5:004M 1:36
We're learning more about the victims this morning in these shootings - including a grandmotherwho raised 7 children,
a mother and father who died protecting their two-month-old son, and the sister of the suspect in Dayton. Today - two
cities in mourning - overnight - hundreds in El Paso, gathering in prayer - and in Dayton -- a community coming
together to honor the victims. the horror - starting Saturday morning in El Paso - officials say 21 year old Patrick
Crusius opened fire at a packed Walmart -- killing 20 people and injuring more than two dozen others, in the deadliest
mass shooting of this year. Among those killed -- Jordan and Andre Anchondo - who died protecting their two month old
son. (Paul Jamrowski, father of El Paso shooting victim) "l think the father tried to shield him, try to shield her and then
she shielded him. There is no way he would have let anything happen to that child, so I know he was right there as
well." This cell phone video shows the moments after Crusius was taken into custody, handcuffed by police. He's now
charged with capital murder - but federal authorities say more charges could be coming -- including hate crimes and
domestic terrorism. Only 13 hours after El Paso -- another massacre -- this one in Dayton, Ohio - when 24 year old
Connor Betts is accused of opening fire in the downtown district killing nine people - including his sister - and injuring
27 others. Surveillance video shows people running for their lives and police engaging the suspect. Authorities say the
gunman was shot down in 30 seconds. The presidentweighing in on the back to back tragedies. two incredible places.
We love the people. Megan tag...the FBI is concerned these kinds of high-profile attacks could inspire other violent
extremists. Now they're are now asking for your help, to report any suspicious activity either online or in person, to law
enforcement. Megan Tevrizian, ABC News, El Paso, Texas.

GMSA NEWS 08/09/19 4:30AM :34
Small police agencies around Bexar County are trying to keep up with crime fighting gadgets while on a budget. As
some technology becomes more affordable -- smaller municipalities are able to improve the technology they use for
their crime fighting efforts. Drones used to inspect dangerous scenes -- bean-bag shotguns for situations that don't call
for deadly force and thermal imaging cameras are all examples of the new gadgets. More so -- the tools purchased are
not limited to the cities that buy them. Through mutual aide, other cities can also benefit from their upgrades. You can
find more details about this story on KSAT-dot-com.

GMSA NEWS 08113119 9:00AM :32
It is being described as a targeted attack. The F-B-l is investigating after shots were fired into immigration and customs
enforcement offices in San Antonio today. The F-B-l says an unknown number of cars fired multiple rounds into two
offices on the northeast side at around three a-m. Those offices are located near each other...ln commercial buildings ...
With several other businesses. The F-B-l's special agent in charge says he believes the shooter knew which floor the
ICE offices were on. And he says despite the early hour of the crime, there was still a real threat to federal agents.

6P NEWS 08115119 6:00PM :29
New around Texas...a nine-year-old girl killed in Dallas....ln what police believe was likely a gang-related shooting.
Neighbors say they heard the gunshots Wednesday evening and called police. When officers got there, they say they
found the girl with a gunshotwound. According to witnesses, the suspects went to an apartment, looking forsomeone...
But that person refused to come out. Then, the suspects went around to the other side of the apartment. And fired one
shot. lnto the wrong unit. And hit the little girl. She died at the hospital.

NOON NEWS 08120119 12:00PM 1:27
A teenager is suing Juul - the popular E-Cigarette maker - and tobacco industry giant Philip Morris. Mike GutzeiUChief
Medical Otficer, Children's Hospital) "vaping in teenagers is something that's harming our kids and we want that to be
loud and clear." The 19-year-old says after he began using a Juul device 3 years ago - he became addicted to nicotine
and had worsening asthma symptoms because of it. Dr. Robert Jackler / Professor, Stanford school of medicine "many
millions of middle and high school students who are getting addicted to these vapors b/c of the nicotine and may or may
not over the long term suffer adverse health consequences." According to the lawsuit Juul illegally marketed the devices
to minors - and deceived the public on risks of vaping. Dr. Robert Jackler/ Professor, Stanford School of Medicine said
most teenagers don't understand the nature of what they're drawing into their lungs. The lawsuit using the racketeer
inffuenced and corrupt organizations act - a law created to target organized crime. The lawsuit says "mimicking big
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tobacco's past marketing practices, defendants prey on youth for financial gain "and because Philip Morris is a
subsidiary of Altria - an investor in Juul - the lawsuit argues the allegedly deceptive marketing constitutes racketeering.
Both companies say the claims have no merit. ln a statement Juul says the have "launched an aggressive action plan
to combat underage use" that plan included shutting down their Facebook and lnstagram accounts and enhancing
online age-verification. ln a statement the company also goes on to say "we have never marketed to youth and do not
want any non-nicotine users to try our products. Maggie Rulli, ABC News, New York.

5P NEWS 08126119 5:00PM :21
A group of teens... spending at least one day behind bars... following an overnight crime spree. Bexar County Sheriffs
investigators say the most serious crime took place in far south Bexar County. Around six this morning... a man woke up
to find three teens inside his mobile home on Woodland... near North Addison road and highway 281 . Deputies say he
tried stopping them... but was unable to. Deputy Johnny Garcia, Bexar County Sheriffls Office said during the course of
that altercation, one of the males produced a knife, stabbed the victim once in the abdomen, fled the location. The victim
called 91 1 ... and was taken to the hospítal. lnvestigators say the intruders took the keys to his truck... But dropped them
before they got away. They ended up tracking footprints left in the sand to a nearby home... Where all three teens were
arrested. lnvestigators believe they may be tied to other crimes in the area...lncluding a couple of car burglaries.

6P NEWS 09/03/19 6:00PM :43
40 years in prison. That's the plea agreement for Cody Gann, who admitted shooting up a gang rival's home, killing a
10-year-old girl ... His rival's sister. lt was on Thanksgiving day two years ago... \y'rlhen ten year old Delilah Hernandez
was shot and killed while watching TV in her bedroom. lt was a gang related retaliation shooting. Today during
sentencing, Jasmine Cary told the judge the little girl's brother, Nathaniel Vega, was the intended target. Cary said she
and Gann did the drive-by because Vega - a gang rival - had shot up her home. Cary testified that she was driving that
night, and Gann had a gun. Jasmine Cary - co- defendant said "when we approached the house, he told me to slow
down and he rolled down his window. But I froze and I hit the brakes instead of slowing down, so I came to a complete
stop. Prosecutor: "so then what happened?" Cary: "and Cody let out a bunch of shots." Cary has a plea dealof 25 years
in prison... And dismissal of 7 pending cases in exchange for her testimony against Gann. She and Gann are expected
to be sentenced when the hearing continues on Friday.

5P NEWS 09/09/19 5:00PM :25
Actress Felicity Huffman apologizing for her part in the college admission scandal. ln a letter written to a judge last
week, Huffman wrote about her thought process prior to paying thousands of dollars to change her daughter's S-A-T
score...Saying she did it out of "desperation to be a good mother." She also revealed she considered doing the same
thing for her second daughter. Huffman is set to be sentenced on Friday. Prosecutors are suggesting a 20{housand
dollar fine and four months in prison.

9P NEWS 09113119 9:00PM '.20

Here at home -- we now know when and where district eight city councilman Manny Pelaez will host his final town hall
on gun violence. Next Wednesday at six p-m the third town hall will be held at U-T-S-A's main campus.
It's happening at Retama auditorium located on the second floor of the student union. Policy makers, law enforcement,
and gun rights advocates are scheduled to be there.

5P NEWS 09120119 5:00PM :36
New at five, San Antonio police say they're searching for a convicted sex offender who is now accused of sexually
assaulting two young children. Police say 41-year-old Robert Harris has two active felony warrants for his arrest. lt's
unclear when this recent alleged incident occurred or where Harris was last seen. Back in20O4, he was sentenced to 12
years in prison for aggravated sexual assault of a child, according to online records. He was released from prison in
March of 2015. Police say Harris now faces two new counts of aggravated sexual assault of a child. Anyone with
information on his whereabouts is asked to contact S-A-P-D a1210- 207-7273.

GMSA NEWS 09123119 5:004M '.24

New this morning. One person is hurt after a gun went off inside a home on the city's north side. Officers tell us two
people were handling a gun in the 13 hundred- block of Alametos just before 10-30 last night. At one point the gun went
off...and a person who was in another room...was shot. The victim was taken to the hospitalwith a gunshotwound to
the leg. Two people were detained at the scene. lt's not clear what charges if any... those suspects are facing.
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5P NEWS 07108119 5:00PM :32
New at five. Help is on the way for the City of San Antonio and several local non-profit organizations looking to be
reimbursed hundreds of thousands of dollars by the federal government. The money was spent helping the influx of
asylum-seekers who've been coming through the city since March. The city says it's shelled out approximately 240
thousand dollars. Most of the money went to non-profit organizations helping in the efforts... Like Travis Street Church,
and Catholic Charities of San Antonio. The CEO of Catholic Charities says it has cost them about half a million dollars.

NOON NEWS 07110t19 12:00PM '.57

Planned Parenthood South Texas is celebrating 80 years of helping women today. The clinic opened in 19-39 with an
all-volunteer staff -- and helped educate women about birth control. 354 women benefited from the service - which has
continued to grow overtime. And despite the political turmoil surrounding planned parenthood right now - the C-E-O of
Planned Parenthood South Texas says the clinic will be whateverwomen need it to be in the future. Jeffrey Hons says
"if that involves us ... Politicalcareers are over. There are now 5 clinics in San Antonio and across their Rio Grande
Valley -- and last year they served nearly 19{housand women, men and teens with various health exams, procedures
and information.

GMSA NEWS 07111119 5:004M 1:29
New video overnight of protests outside the Department of Labor in Washington - demonstrators demanding Secretary
Alexander Acosta resign... While projecting the words 'Acosta enables sex trafficking' onto the building. lt comes after
Acosta defended a controversial plea deal his office negotiated with wealthy financier Jeffery Epstein in 2008... When
Acosta was a U-S Attorney in Florida. Acosta: "a good prosecutorwill tell you that these cases are complex, especially
when they involve children." Court documents in that case showed more than 30 women accused Epstein of sexually
abusing them as teenagers. The deal he cut with Acosta's office allowed him to plead guilty to lesser
charges... Spending just 1 3 months in county jail. Acosta: "we did what we did because we wanted to see Epstein go to
jail." The deal faces new scrutiny after Epstein was indicted this week -- by federal prosecutors in New York. Acosta was
asked Wednesday if he would make the same deal now. Acosta: "today's world does not allow some of the victim
shaming that could have taken place at trial l2 years ago." The alleged victims in the 2008 case say they were not told
about the deal the government had cut with Epstein - or any of its terms. Acosta, Wednesday, urged other victims to
come fonivard... But stopped short of apologizing. Acosta: "the career prosecutor in this case had a difficult decision to
make, and she didn't make it alone." But this morning...The former state attorney in palm beach is firing back...saying:
"Mr. Acosta's recollection of this matter is completely wrong. The U.S. Attorney's office produced a 53-page indictment
that was abandoned after secret negotiations between Mr. Epstein's lawyers and Mr. Acosta." Kenneth Moton, ABC
News, New York

GMSA NEWS 07115119 4:304M 1:18
Nearly 100 cities across the country are urging the U-S Supreme Court to protect the rights of the L-G-B-T-Q Plus
community. The mayors of all those cities have signed a 'friend of the court' brief for three upcoming supreme court
cases involving workplace discrimination. The cases focus on employees who were fired for their sexual orientation or
gender identity. The brief states in part "local anti-discrimination laws promote the prosperity and vitality of American
communities. Among other things, these laws enhance innovation and economic opportunities." The Supreme Court is
expected to hear the cases by October eighth.

GMSA NEWS 07115119 4:304M 1:18
This morning...New tweets from President Trump...Targeting congresswomen of color. Still not naming names... But
criticizing democrats for defending the women -- who in an earlier tweet - he told to "go back" to countries from which
they came. Evoking an old and wildly established racist phrase...butfailing to acknowledge that three of the four minority
congresswomen the comments were directed at were born in the United States... The other a naturalized citizen. And
now overnight Trump tweeting in part "their disgusting language and the many terrible things they say about the United
States must not be allowed to go unchallenged." Trump - Friday, a group of people that came to I don't know where they
came from? Democrats have been quick to condemn the President comments.. Calling it "xenophobic" and "hate-filled".
Tim Ryan - I am freaking appalled that the President of the United States conducts himself in such a disgraceful and
racist way. All four women have been highly critical of his immigration policies...and the president's long threatened
deportation raids that launched Sunday. Trump "they're going to take people out and they're going to bring them back to
their countries." The "major operation" to arrest and deport up to 2{housand undocumented immigrants...Sparked
nationwide protests and instilled fear in immigrant communities. But so far immigration groups and local officials say
they haven't seen it. New York's Mayor tweeting "no confirmed ICE activity?" ICE however... confirms it's out there.
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9P NEWS 07124119 9:00AM 1:39
It just had a creepy feeling when I got that text saying I love you. Jon Nielsen knew something was off the night his
daughter sent him that text in 20-15.lt was the same night that her ex-boyfriend Brandon Leyva killed her in Odessa,
Texas. Nielsen, a former Odessa Police Officer, says two hours earlier. His daughter called him. She told him Leyva
was forcing himself through her sliding glass door. By the time Nielsen and the police arrived...Monica Nielsen Deming
was dead. She died in front of her Christmas tree. Her ex-boyfriend shot and killed himself after shooting Monica.
Nielsen later discovered other women had previously filed protective orders against Leyva. There was no central
database for us to find out. otherwise she wouldn't have gotten involved with the fella. lt's why he made it his mission to
create Monica's law. The law creates an online public state registry of people with protective orders, similar to the sex
offender registry. The law passed after Nielson gathered several thousand signatures on an online petition and worked
with Odessa Representative Brooks Landgraf to push it through last session. Local District Attorney Mary Lou Alvarez
urges not just victims but anyone at the start of a relationship to use the registry when it's made available. She says this
will also show victims of abuse that they are not the ones to blame. Am I the reason for my own abuse? And this will be
one more tool to say no. Check the registry, see what the past is, see what the history indicates. As for Nielson, he says
his daughter would be proud of the law that he believes will save lives. The law is part of Monica's Legacy but it will go
on to save others from a similar fate.

9P NEWS 07126119 9:00PM :14
Tinder is trying to protect its LGBTQ users. The dating app says a new safety feature will inform LQBTQ users when
they've entered a part of the world that criminalizes same-sex relationships. The feature will also hide their profiles by
default. lt will roll out in the coming days.

NOON NEWS 07130119 12:00PM :54
Also next this Noon - as a whole - San Antonio's economy is strong. But a growing number of people are stuck along the
poverty line. According to the San Antonio Area Foundation- 35 percent of those are Hispanicwomen who are the head
of household and 27 percent is African American who are bread winners. Those are the findings of a new report by the
San Antonio area asset funders network. lt found that San Antonio families have lower median credit scores, higher
debt, and limited savings compared to the U-S average. However, there are ways to expand economic opportunity for
the city's low-income families and to help them achieve economic advancement.

10P NEWS 08/06/19 10:00PM :26
They want them out. A new legal case brought against two Castle Hills Council members. A group of 6 citizens filed a
petition of removal against Lesley Wenger and Sylvia Gonzalez. The petition accuses the two women of failing to
comply with the opens meeting act and public information act. The legal documents also make note of criminalcharges
against Wenger and Gonzalez. The lawyer representing the group of Castle Hills resident's released a statement saying
in part.

NOON NEWS 08/08i19 12:00PM :30
lkea is working on a new project that could help millions of elderly people around the world. The home furnishings giant
is partnering with the queen of Sweden to design homes for people with dementia. Some touches include eliminating
mirrors and dark-colored floors in the bathroom, which could scare or confuse residents. Kitchen appliances are fitted
with simple knobs, rather than digital controls. The project is named 'Silvia-Bo' named after Queen Silvia of Sweden
whose mother suffered from Alzheimer's and has been a long{ime partner.

GMSA NEWS 08113119 9:004M :45
The Trump administration moving forward with controlling illegal immigration...and even some legal immigration. They
are putting in place a regulation that could reduce the number of legal immigrants allowed to stay or enter the U-S.
That regulation says those applying for a green card or visa can be rejected if they have used or deemed to use
government assistance....like food stamps....welfare...public housing and Medicaid. The department of Homeland
Security says the regulation is expected to impact more than 380 thousand people. There is already opposition and
lawsuits will be filed.

9P NEWS 08119119 9:00PM :48
Thanks for joining us for KSAT news at nine -- streaming from right here in the KSATí2 newsroom. I'm Myra Arthur. An
update tonight on the state's investigation into the San Antonio city council's decision to exclude ChickJil-A from the
airport's concessions contract. Attorney General Ken Paxton announced his office reached an agreement with the city
regarding an open records request. Paxton says under today's agreement ...The city *will* provide documents related to
council's vote on the Chick{il-A issue. The A-G's office will then have 3 business days to notify the city if additional
documents are needed. The A-G's office could also choose to dismiss a lawsuitfiled in June ... Demanding the city hand
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over records relating to the council vote back in March, the council voted to keep Chick-fil-A out of the San Antonio
airport... Some council members citing the company's anti-LGBTQ stance.

NOON NEWS 08126119 12:00PM :21
Today marks one of the biggest anniversaries for women's history. ltwas on this day in 1920...That the 19th Amendment
was adopted- giving women the right to vote. This was over 70 years in the making. Suffragists had spent every year
since 1850...4t conventions focusing on the right to vote. By l918...Amid world war one...15 states had endorsed
women voting. Two years later... it was the law of the land.

10P NEWS 08131119 l0:00PM :36
We know the news can be a little tough to hear at times. So, we wanted to end your night by telling you something good.
Police are looking for a teenager in lndependence, Missouri -- but not because he did anything wrong. But for what he
did right. A random act of kindness - captured in a photograph that went viral. A police officer snapped the photo. He
had just stopped for a bite to eat on Sunday when he saw a teen helping an elderly woman in need in the parking lot.
The officers say he just sat in his patrol car in awe of this teenager - watching as he took off his own jacket - and draped
it over an elderly woman struggling to get to her car -- escorting her the rest of the way there. The officer says he wants
to find the kid so he can reward him with a dinner.

GMSA NEWS 09/01/19 B:004M :25
Other top stories we're following this morning. San Antonio Police are looking for a driver who they say hit a
man... using his walker overnight. Officers tell us around 1 0-30 last night a man in his 70s was walking near Nogalitos
street and Division Avenue...When a driver heading south on Nogalitos hit him and then kept driving. The man was
taken to the hospital in serious condition. lnvestigators are hoping to talk to the victim to learn more about the suspect.

10P NEWS 09/03/19 10:00PM :35
A so-called straight pride parade met with protests in Boston. 36 people were arrested on Saturday and today the first
wave of suspects faced a judge. Prosecutors were going to dismiss lesser charges of disorderly conduct, but in nearly
every case the judge refused. Several arguments and minor fights were reported during Saturday's March. Four officers
suffered minor injuries. An organization calling itself super happy fun America announced the straight pride parade as
Boston celebrated pride month earlier this summer. Protestors accused those organizers of promoting an atmosphere of
violence toward the LGBTQ community.

9P NEWS 09/09/19 9:00PM 1:01
The city of San Antonio is facing a lawsuit ... Over its decision to exclude ChickJil-A from the airport. The group behind
the suit cited the so-called "Chick-fil-A law." That law went into effect on September first. Under the Chick-fil-A law,
government entities are banned from retaliating based on support of religious organizations. ln March, city council voted
to block Chick{il-A from opening a restaurant at the airport. Some council members cited what they called the chain's
legacy of anti-LGBTQ behavior. The San Antonio family organization filed a lawsuit, citing the new Chick-fil-A law.
Michael Knuffke /San Antonio Family Association. But what they didn't think about are a couple of things... first of all
what is it going to cost the taxpayers of San Antonio to defend such a weak case because our fact are irrefutable. We'll
take it all the way to the supreme court of necessary." A city spokesperson released a statement that says in part quote
-- "this lawsuit is an attempt by the plaintiffs to improperly use the court to advance their political agenda. Among the
many weaknesses in their case, they are trying to rely on a law that did not exist when council voted on the airport
concessions contract. "

9P NEWS 09110119 9:00PM :25
For the second time in nine months... An incident that started in a Galveston hot tub... has made its way into a lawsuit
against a Bexar County Constable. A suit frled rn state court last week accuses Precinct 2 Constable Michelle Barrientes
Vela... of discriminating against one of her deputies. He claims... that it came after he witnessed a co-worker rebuff the
constable's sexual advances in a hot tub. The incident happened during a work conference in Galveston in 2017.
Barrientes Vela did not respond to a request for comment.

GMSA NEWS Ogl21l19 9:00AM 1:31
You've probably heard about elders becoming victims of financial scams before so, this week, we're finding ways to
prevent that from happening and showing you how to report it with some tips from the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. The S.E.C. says elder fraud happens when someone exploits their position of influence or trust over
someone who is elderly, in an effort to gain access to that person's assets. There are some red flags you can look out
for, so that you can spot fraud and report it to the authorities. Those red flags include things such as unusual or
unexplained bank account withdrawals, wire transfers or other financial changes, missing cash or valuables from an
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elderly person's home, a dramatic shift in investments. An abrupt change in wills, trusts, power of attorney of
beneficiaries, and concern or confusion about missing funds. People who work for banks or other financial institutions
may be required to report suspect cases of financial abuse, depending on which state you live in: The S.E.C. says this
type of fraud or abuse can be reported to adult protective services, which can investigate and intervene if needed. lf
you're a senior, you can protect your assets by making sure your financial affairs are in order. Those without a will or
named beneficiaries should considering hiring a professionalto help. And you can also ask a trusted friend or relative to
help make sure everything is legitimate. People who are concerned their loved one may be a victim of elder fraud or
could be at risk, should ask to look at that person's account statements to check for any suspicious activity. You should
also call and visit with that person often. The S.E.C. says isolation can increase the vulnerability of the elderly to
financial abuse. For the 9, lvan Herrera.

6P NEWS 09123119 6:00PM 1:23
A new plan from the White House...While the main focus today at the united nations was climate change... President
Donald Trump announced the U.S. is launching a new global initiative to protect people from being persecuted or
targeted based on their religion...Tiffany Huertas reports. President Donald Trump: "the United States of America calls
upon the nations of the world to end religious persecution." President Donald Trump at the United Nations announcing
that the U.S. will dedicate 25-million dollars to protect religious freedom, religious sites and relics around the
world... President Donald Trump: "people of faith are being jailed, sanctioned, tortured and even murdered, often atthe
hands of their own government simply for expressing their deeply held religious beliefs." Anti-Semitic attacks are
becoming more frequent. According to a new report from the United Nations which cited a rise in white
supremacists...Neo Nazis...Radicallslamistgroups...and "left-wing" anti-Semitism in a numberof countries. President
Donald Trump: "approximately 80% of the world's population live in countries where religious liberty threatened,
restricted or even banned." Critics responded to president Trump's announcement... The leader of a progressive group
cited president Trump's proposal for a Muslim travel ban to the U.S...saying in a statement, quote: "lf the President is
serious about promoting true religious freedom worldwide, he should start with his own policies." Vice President, Mike
Pence: "American is a nation of faith. And we will always stand for the freedom of religion of every person." Tiffany
Huertas, KSATI2 News.

6P NEWS 09123119 6:00PM :34
A five thousand reward being offered for information that leads to the arrest of the man, Dallas police say shot a
transgender woman on Friday night. Detectives are looking into the shooting as a hate crime. According to investigators,
the suspect pulled alongside the victim late Friday, shouted slurs at her...Then fired severaltimes, hitting her in the
chest and arms. Her injuries were so bad, she wasn't able to speak with investigators about the shooting until yesterday.
She is expected to recover. Police are hoping someone will come forward with information on who the suspect is, or
where they can find him.

GOVERN MENT (Local/Nationall

Proqram Date Time Duration
NOON NEWS 07101119 12:00PM :18
lf you hate paying income taxes...you can blame this day in history for making it happen. ln 1943 the U-S Government
officially began automatically withholding federal income tax from paychecks. This came afterthe passing of the current
tax payment act by Congress. President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed the act into law.

NOON NEWS 07109119 l2:00PM '27
The U-S Government might become unable to pay its bills a lot sooner than expected. That's according to the bipartisan
policy center. The center says the government could hit the debt limit in September - which is much earlier than
previously thought. Economists say the cause is due to lowertax revenue. Since March, the treasury has been using so-
called extraordinary measures to meet its financial obligations. More so -- congress doesn't come back from their
August recess until after Labor Day.

6P NEWS 07112119 6:00PM .25
San Antonio is already Military City, USA but more and more veterans could be calling the alamo city home in the near
future...which means there will be a need for more health care. A groundbreaking ceremony held this morning fora new
1 90 thousand square foot V-A Clinic on the city's northwest side. Through the Veterans Access Care and Accountability
Act, the V-A approved the new facility on Rogers Road and Highway 151 . lt will be a one stop shop for veteran's primary
and mental health care needs. The South Texas Veterans Health Care System says this is only the start of new facilities
around town.
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10P NEWS 07119119 10:00PM :35
The so called remain in Mexico policy now expanding. Asylum seekers making theirway to Brownsville are expected to
be sent across the border to one of Mexico's most dangerous cities. The Department of Homeland Security says they
expect the first asylum seekers to be sent back to Mexico next Friday. Matamoros is another city the U.S. Government
warns citizens not to visit due to violence and kidnappings. The "Remain in Mexico" program was already operating in
the Mexican border cities of Tijuana, Mexicali, Ciudad Juarez, and Nuevo Laredo. Asylum applicants were previously
released into the U.S. with notices to appear in court.

NOON NEWS 07126119 12:00PM :31
The Trump Administration will begin paying 14-point-5 billion dollars to farmers hurt by the US-China Trade War by the
end of August. lt's the second round of aid the administration will pay out as negotiations with Beijing continue past the
one-year mark. The tariffs made American agricultural products more expensive. Farmers can begin applying for aid on
Monday and can expect to receive a payment in mid- to late-August. Farmers received about 10 billion in aid last year.
The new round is based on how many acres a farmer has planted and the rate will vary by county.

9P NEWS 07131119 9:00PM .45
The mayor of Cibolo...Now facing legaltrouble over the same decades-old drug charge that could force him out of office.
Mayor Stan "Stosh" Boyle was arrested Friday for tampering with a governmental record. The Texas Attorney General's
office says that in signing his application to get on the 2017 ballot, Boyle swore that he had not been convicted of a
felony ... For which he had not been pardoned or had his full rights of citizenship restored by some other official action.
However, Federal court records show he pleaded guilty in 1998 to conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute
ecstasy. And investigators didn't find any record of a pardon. That felony charge is the same reason Cibolo City council
members will hold a hearing on August 20th ... To determine if Boyle has forfeited his office and needs to be removed.

9P NEWS 08101119 9:00PM :54
A weekend of policy politics and government - for everyone. That's what the Texas Tribune Festival is all about. The
Texas Tribune - a non-partisan and non-profit media organization -- announcing their lineup for "Trib Fest 19" - jam
packed with presidential candidates, policy makers and media members. C-E-O and founder of the Texas Tribune ...
Evan Smith ... Says this isn't just for so-called policy wonks ... lt's for everyone across the lone star state. His is for the
average Texan and it's never been more important for the average Texan to engage more and more people are
activated and animated and agitated. But what's happening in this country politically whatever side you're on. More
people are paying attention. We had unprecedented voter turnout in a midterm election in 2018. We expect
unprecedented voter turnout in 2020. Everybody in Texas and out is looking for information. Trib Fest l9 is September
26 through 28 across downtown Austin. Ticket and volunteer information is on KSAT-dot-com or Texas-Tribune-dot-org.
KSAT12 is a media sponsor of the event.

GMSA NEWS 08110119 8:00AM :35
The justice department has charged a Nevada man in connection to bomb making materials officials say they found at
his home in Las Vegas. This video shows this suspect in 20-16 -- when he made news by announcing his intention to
patrol a local neighborhood with a military-style rifle and long knife. ln an apparently unrelated case ...The now-23-year-
old was arrested this week and charged with possessing illegal firearms and destructive devices. The government says
he promoted white supremacist ideology and made threatening statements targeting faith-based and L-G-B-T-Q
communities. The man could receive up to 10 years in prison and a 25O{housand dollar fine if convicted.

5P NEWS 08/13/19 5:00PM 1:26
President Trump defiant after critic's charge that the administration's latest immigration rule unfairly penalizes poorer,
non-white immigrants. Trump - I don't think it's fair to have the American taxpayers paying for people to come into the
United States. lhe new regulatton atfects legal rmmrgrants who may utilize and qualify for public assistant like food
stamps and subsidized housing. half a million people apply for green cards each year and more than half are at risk of
being permanently denied citizenship. The acting director of us citizenship and immigration services suggesting that
Emma Lazarus's famous words on the statue of liberty ""give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to
breathe free" - would be better written: Cuccinelli - give me your tired and your poor who can stand on their own two
feet and who will not become a public charge. 2020 presidential hopefuls blasting the president, Castro said - so this
idea that just because you partake in some government benefits, the idea that you're somehow lazy or you have no
value to the community or to the country, I mean, that couldn't be further from the truth. Booker said- this is an issue for
me, cruelty and some issue of opportunities, and it should be a nation that stands for its values. Current green card-
holders and those renewing green cards, pregnant women and children, refugees and asylum seekers will not be
affected and the associated press says that legal immigrants use significantly less public benefits than native born
adults. There've already been legalchallenges, including from California and N.Y., they plan to sue the administration.
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GMSA NEWS 08/19/19 5:00AM '23
President Donald Trump's top economic adviser is down-playing fears of a possible recession. This comes after last
week's sharp drop in the financial markets. Larry Kudlow says the economy will perform well in the second half of 2019.
Kudlow says consumers are seeing higherwages and are able to spend and save more. And President Donald Trump
is waving away concerns that a recession is on the horizon, pointing to positive factors in the American economy.

5P NEWS 08123119 5:00PM :29
New information coming to light today about last year's job market ... The labor department is now saying the economy
added half a million fewer jobs last year than it originally reported. The government previously said employers added
two-point-five million jobs between April 20-18 and this March. But as more detailed data came in, analysts revised that
number down. The new numbers aren't enough to bring up the unemployment rate though, which is at a nearly 50 year
low. There are still more jobs available than there are unemployed people seeking them.

GMSA NEWS 08129119 4:304M :31
Citizenship will no longer be automatic for kids of U-S military members living overseas. U-S citizenship and immigration
services announced the new policy yesterday. The rule primarily affects the children of naturalized citizens serving in the
military who haven't lived in the U-S for the required period of time. lt also affects certain U-S Government employees
living abroad. The rule has no effect on anyone born in the U-S. Officials say it doesn't make anyone ineligible for
citizenship...But rather limits the ways in which children abroad can become citizens.

NOON NEWS 09102119 12:00PM 1'.47
Meanwhile, Democrats are pleading with President Donald Trump and congressional Republicans...to tighten gun
restrictions in the wake of the mass shooting. One democratic presidential candidate blasted republicans for what he
called "happy talk" on the issue of guns. ABC's lnes De la Cuetara has the latest from Washington. Odessa Texaswas
the site of the sixth mass shooting in the last month all tolled 53 people killed in August and now more questions about
what Washington will do. But even after this weekend's rampage, those who are pushing for action on gun control say
they see no urgency from the White house. Trump: "this really hasn't changed anything--we're doing a package and
we'll see how it comes about." The president says when congress returns from summer recess lawmakers will take up
some gun legislation. trump: "we're looking at a lot of different things* we're looking at bills, ideas, concepts." And in
Texas where nearly 70 people have been killed in mass shootings since 2016. Looser gun laws went into effect just
yesterday, the changes include legislation thatwould arm more teachers. The state's republican Governorwhile saying
action is needed did not name any concrete gun control measures. Gov. Abbot: "l'm tired of the dying of the people the
state of Texas. Too many Texans are mourning. Too many Texans have lost their lives. The status quo in Texas is
unacceptable." A recent Quinnipiac pollshows that 93 percent of Americans back new restrictions and so do the two
Texas Democrats running for president. Beto O'Rourke: "if we're not able to act decisively, then we will continue to have
this kind of bloodshed in America." Julian Castro: "the biggest lies that the president has told include that he would do
something about universal background checks." lmmediately afterthe ElPaso and Dayton shootings, PresidentTrump
did come out in support of what he called "intelligent background checks" but pulled back from that position days later
and yesterday he said background checks wouldn't have stopped these most recenttragedies. lnes De lCuetara, ABC.

9P NEWS 09111119 9.00PM :43
Most potential2020 primary voters don't know the candidates for Texas U-S Senate seat. That's according to a new UT-
Texas tribune poll. When asked who they would vote for if the democratic U-S Senate primary were to be held today ...
53-percent said they haven't thought about it enough to have an opinion. 13-percent said they didn't know. M-J Hegar
was the candidate who received the largest number of votes - with 1 1-percent choosing her. These candidates are all in
the running for the seat currently held by republican John Cornyn. He is running for re-election. Meanwhile, this same
UT-Texas Tribune poll also asked democratic voters about the most important issues facing the state. The top three
issues they cited were gun control and violence ... Political corruption and leadership ... and health care.

GMSA NEWS 09113119 5:004M :39
Check this out . .. He's believed to be the oldest American veteran of world war two... and he just celebrated his 1 1Oth
birthday. The national world war two museum in New Orleans honored Lawrence Brooks yesterday. Family, veterans,
and current military service members joined in on the celebration. Brooks served as a supportworkerduring the war. He
was part of the Army's 91st Engineer Battalion, a majority African-American unit stationed in New Guinea and the
Philippines. Brooks says he had a brush with death during the war ... When a C-47 cargo plane he was on lost an
engine and there were only enough parachutes on the plane for the pilot and co-pilot. Thankfully the plane made it to
safety and everyone survived.
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GMSA NEWS 09118119 4:30AM 1:21
This morning -- a team of investigators from the U-S military in Saudi Arabia recovering and examining what one U-S
official says is "compelling forensic evidence". That evidence -- according to the official -- collected from the debris of
nearly a dozen cruise missiles and some 20 drones that targeted and hit the Saudi oil facilities. "They'll take things like
flight control services and match them to known lranian pictures of the cruise missiles they built." A senior administration
official telling ABC news -- there is enough information showing the weapons were fired from lran. And now - Secretary
of State Mike Pompeo is scheduled to meet with the Saudi Prince later today to coordinate a response to this attack.
lran has been accused of more attacks than ever -- since president Trump pulled out of the nuclear deal last year -
including shooting down an American drone in June. At the time, Trump considered military action in retaliation but
backed off. lt's a move - the president is now defending on twitter after one of *his* close Allies, senator Lindsey
Graham tweeted: "the measured response...was clearly seen by the lranian regime as a sign of weakness." To which --
president Ïrump responded: "no, Lindsey, it was a sign of strength that some people just don't understand." As for
those initial concerns about gas prices here in the U-S possibly jumping as much as 25 cents a gallon in the coming
days - those price hikes could be short-lived...after Saudi officials announced S0-percent of its oil processing plant
impacted by the weekend attack has already been restored. Elizabeth Hurr, ABC News, New York.

9P NEWS 09120119 9:00PM 1:37
Just because you see something trending online -- doesn't mean it's accurate. At the end of every week, the associated
press puts together a roundup of some of the most popular but completely untrue stories and images of the past several
days. Let's take a look. Our first claim of the night -- a photo shows C-l-A Director Gina Haspel giving a thumbs-up sign
nextto the body of a tortured lraqi man in Abu Ghraib prison. But here are the facts. The photo that's been circulating on
Facebook recently... Does not show Haspel. The picture shows former army specialist Sabrina Harman. Harman was
convicted in 2005 on severalcounts of mistreating detainees. Candidate Beto O'Rourke is a convicted felon who can't
own a gun. Some are also claiming that while campaigning for president, O'Rourke has said he will send men house-to-
house to take away guns. But O'Rourke has not been convicted of felony crimes, nor has he faced felony charges. He
has been arrested twice in the 90s. He faced misdemeanor burglary charges for jumping a fence at U-T El Paso. Those
charges were later dropped. A few years later, a drunk driving charge against O'Rourke was dropped after he completed
a court-ordered diversion program. As for the other part of this claim ... O'Rourke has not said he would go house-to-
house to take away guns ... But he has said he would take away assault-style weapons from the general public through
a mandatory buyback program. One more tonight. A photo has gone viral on Facebook and Twitter ... That appears to
show six women wearing t-shirts that say "l'm a racist expletive 2020". But this photo has actually been altered. The
original photo was tweeted out by one of the women. You can see from her Tweet, the shirt actually says "l'm a Trump
Gir\2020."

10P NEWS 09126t19 10:00PM '.21

KSAT Community is gearing up for another event here in Military City U-S-A. lt's one of the biggest events benefiting the
Wounded Warrior Project. On October Sth the Carry Forward 5k will be happening. The Wounded Warrior Project
encourages the community to join its movement and honor those who served and sacrificed for our freedom. Head to
KSAT-dot-com to join the KSAT Warrior Squad.

YOUTH/FAMILY

Program Date Time Duration
NOON NEWS 07103119 6:00PM 1'22
As summer temperatures rise, so does the risk of children dying in hot cars. Already this year, 17 young children have
died after being left in a hot car. Just last month, three Texas children died in the span of just three days. Consumer
Reporter Marilyn Moritz looks at what actions can save a child's life...and how a parent can forget their own child. These
are the faces of children who dred from vehicular heatstroke - one every nine days on average. How can a parent
possibly forget a child in the backseat? That memory gets suppressed temporarily and we lose awareness of the child is
in the car. Neuroscientist David Diamond studied this memory failure and says it's related to the competition between
the different memory systems in our brains. We have powerful brain autopilot brain memory system and gets us to do
things automatically and, in the process, we lose awareness of other things in our mind, including that there's a child in
the car. Even on a mild day, the consequences can be tragic because a child's body temperature can rise S-times faster
than an adult's and they can't efficiently regulate their body temperature. Child safety advocates now are pushing
congress to pass the hot cars act. lt would require new cars come equipped with technology that would alert drivers if a
child in in the backseat after the ignition is cut off. lnstead of thinking it can't happen to you, experts suggest creating a
routine with reminders. We encourage parents to make a habit every day putting a laptop bag or a lunchbox in the back
seat, even if your child is not with you. Doing this will force you to visit the backseat after every trip. Marilyn Moritz,
KSAT12 News.
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5P NEWS 07112119 5:00PM :36
Meanwhile, a new report released today by the house oversight committee reveals at least 18 children undertwo-years
old...have been separated from their families at the border...Under the Trump administration's zero tolerance policy.
Those children were kept from their parents... Between 20 days and six months... and at least nine of them were younger
than a year old. The report also says more than four- hundred children were moved to several customs and border
protection facilities. The zero-tolerance immigration policy was announced in Aprilof lastyear. ltseparates children from
parents or adults who are charged with crossing the border illegally.

6P NEWS 07118119 6:00PM :20
A big donation means some big changes for a couple of local non-profits. Frost Bank along with the Silver and Black
Give Back, donated 200 thousand dollars to Avance San Antonio and Roy Maas Youth Alternatives. The money will be
going towards renovations for some of their facilities. Renovations that both non-profits say are desperately needed.

NOON NEWS 07119119 12:00PM 1:22
School is out of session. But with all that down time and parents probably at work -- kids could be mindlessly eating and
before you know it -- packing on the pounds. ln today's medical minute, ABC's Mona Kosarabdi breaks down way to
encourage healthy habits over the summer break. Without the structure of a school day and all the down time during
summer your kids may be making some harmful choices. During the weekends and over the summer kids eat more
fattening foods and tend to put on extra weight? According to a study from the University of Minnesota the effects are
worse in kids who have limited access to healthy food at home. Use time with kids at home to teach them healthy habits.
Pizzaand fries should not be the go{o meal. Work togetherwith you kids to plan out balanced meals ahead of time and
have set snack times instead of a whole day of grazing. Offer fruits and veggies with healthy dips or yogurts for kids to
munch make eating healthy fun by preparing meals together keep tempting sugary snacks out of the house but
remember that moderation is key. Splurging, once in a while is okay to be an example. Healthy food at home will help
them make healthier choices on their own at camp and summer programs eating healthy doesn't need to break the
bank. Look out for coupons and sales. Buy frozen fruits and veggies or even try growing your own produce add eggs,
beans, seeds, and whole grains to your diet. These are all healthy and less expensive ingredients eat right and get
moving this summer with this medical minute, I'm Mona Kosarabdi.

10P NEWS 07127119 10:00PM :43
The non-profit group "King's Angels" has hired a local artist to complete a mural honoring baby King Jay Davila. The
group was formed following King Jay's death. They say its mission is to raise awareness on child abuse.
The mural incorporates the phone numberto a child abuse hotline ... Where child abuse cases can be reported. lt's
located on the side of a building near l-10 and Hildebrand avenue. The more I've been painting out here I have been
realizing like man, a lot of people are passing by here and you don't know how many kids are going home to like really
unhealthy environments. The mural will also feature a hotline number to report child abuse. Valentine says he hopes this
project not only inspires people to speak up about this issue, but to give others in abusive situations hope to get out.

NOON NEWS 08101119 12:00PM :29
New this noon-- a project three years in the making...today local advocates came together to introduce a new safe
haven for kids of abuse and neglect. Bexar County's Children Advocacy Center "Childsafe" is a brand new 26 point 5-
billion-dollar building. lt will not only house Childsafe, but its partners: Child Protective Services, Bexar County Sheriffs
Office, San Antonio Police Department, Bexar County DA's Office and Juvenile Probation. lt's the only center in the
nation that is equipped to work with child sex trafficking victims through different type of therapy.

GMSA NEWS 08/09/19 6:00AM 1:18
This was the scene at severalfood processing plants in Mississippi...Where ICE officials launched coordinated raids
targeting workers believed to be undocumented. Agents...Apprehending nearly 700 mainly Hispanic immigrantworkers
and taking them away on buses. Leaving some children without a parent at home... mayor: it's just very heartbreaking,
especially to hear a child that's crying out for their parents. lt's very distributing. lt's unfortunate. ln an exclusive interview
acting Secretary of Homeland Security Kevin McAleenan tells ABC News- 40 percent of the people detained in that raid
have been released with parents getting top priority. DHS: the biggestchallenge is thatwe're seeing so many vulnerable
families and children crossing the border. The raids were the largest to occur since president trump took office. And
come as the number of people in ICE custody hovers near all-time highs. The overcrowding prompting the agency to
build temporary holding facilities like this on in Yuma Arizona...and for the first time... Homeland Security allowing our
cameras into this facility -- where several migrant families were lying down on mats ...wrapped in silver mylar blankets.
lmmigrant advocacy groups say the raids sow fear in migrant communities. Bill Chandler \ Director, Mississippi
lmmigrant Rights Alliance if they're interested in terrorizing the Latino community, then they've succeeded. But some top
Mississippi politicians including the state's governor Phil Bryant offered praise. Mona Kosarabdi, ABC News.
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10P NEWS 08111119 l0:00PM :38
Also new tonight... San Antonio Police have arrested a man they say allegedly sexually assaulted a young girl. 3O-year-
old Avihay Balilai's being charged with aggravated sexual assault of a child. Police say the 15-year-old victim in this
case told her therapist about a number of assaults by Balila before telling police. She says Balila gave her his address at
a wedding and invited her over several times. lt was on those occasions the victim says Balila had sex with her. She
says those incidents were in 2017... meaning she was only 12-years-old at the time. According to an arrest warrant,
police say the victim also showed them text messages in which Balila did not deny the sexual encounters.

GMSA NEWS 08/16/19 5:004M 1:17
The start of a new school year can be emotional for kids and parents, alike - and that includes first day jitters. Doctor
Kimberly Giuliano (joo-lee-ah-no) of Cleveland Clinic Children's recommends talking to kids about what to expect. Dr.
Kimberly Giuliano/Cleveland Clinic says "use positive language as you're doing that. That creates a little bit of intrigue,
curiosity, and potential excitement on the child's part as well, so that if they know that this is a fun and exciting place to
be, they're more likely to want to go." lt may be helpful to visit the school ahead of time, even if it's only to see the
building and explore the playground. For kids who are heading to school by themselves for the first time, knowing and
understanding safety rules is key. "As they get onto the school bus, they should understand that they need to stay back
from the school bus until it comes to a complete stop, the door is opened, and the bus driver waves them on.
Approaching the bus too quickly could be very dangerous." Older kids who are riding orwalking to school need to know
traffic safety at intersections, cross walks, and to look for turning vehicles. lf you have a High schooler who's driving
themselves or younger siblings to school, make sure they're aware of school zone speeds and the dangers of distracted
driving. "This is a great privilege, but it's also a great responsibility. And so, the excitement of heading off to school in a
car for the first time, really needs to be weighed with the seriousness and the responsibility at hand."

GMSA NEWS 08121119 5:004M 1:03
You think about making a baby, having a baby, raising that baby... But have you thought about the cost of that baby?
Nearly two-thirds of Americans can't pass a basic financial literacy test ... and the average debt in households is over
l3Sthousand dollars. Our David Sears has some ways to get your finances right for your newborn. You've got the crib,
thehigh-chair,thediapers...morediapersandevenmorediapers... butthatisjustthebeginning!AccordingtotheU-S-
D-A it costs over 230 thousand dollars to raise a child until they are 17. But nerd wallet-dot-com says only about one in
ten Americans check every financial heath box, which includes retirement savings, emergency funds and protections. C-
E-O Pamela Gilmour says first you need a plan. "What results are you looking for? That could be a number of things
from getting out of credit card debt; I want to make my retirement plan better." lf a baby is in that plan? First step: nerd-
wallet-dot-com says you also need to look into maternity and paternity leave to find out if you need more unpaid time,
Parents-dot-com suggests getting a computer program such as Quicken, Moneydance orAcemoney to help you budget
out your expenses. Also, take into account your spouse's needs such as check-ups. Prenatal vitamins and the delivery
itselfwhichcostsonaverageoversixthousanddollars. Butultimatelysave!"Vr/henthebabycomesbesuretotakeinto
account the expense of insurance. lt costs nearly an extra 200 to 450 dollars a month forthe insurance coverage of your
newborn. David Sears, KSATI2 News.

5P NEWS 08129119 5:00PM 1'.44
Families being separated, the loss of a loved one, or bullying. These are just some types of trauma a child can go
through. Not getting them any help could actually further affect a child. Our Erica Hernandez spoke with one local
agency about what parents should do if they think their child has suffered from some kind of trauma. There are
numerous ways a child can experience trauma. The range of experiences can be as small as a traffic accident to as
extreme as being part of a mass shooting. ln fact, according to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration...two thirds of children reported at least one traumatic event by age 16. That is why localagencies like
Jewish Family Services are urging parents and caregivers to get their child the help they may need. "l think we're seeing
a lot of families who have dealt with trauma these days who are brushing things underthe rug because it's easier to do.
Unfortunately, trauma doesn't go away." But the quicker one seeks help the better the outcome could be. "l have to say
one of the most amazing things about children is that they're resilient and resilience means that they're able to get
through some extremely difficult situations." Jewish Family Services has now teamed up with other local agencies to
provide a mobile health program to schools in the area. "We're not just handling the child itself. We're actually working
as a big holistic unit. So, you're going to have your children, having your parents and you're having the teachers and
administrators." And as far as tip for parents and caregivers it's recommended you not avoid trauma and sit down and
talk to them. "l think one of the thing parents really need to do is right now put away the technology and have a
conversation." "Actually, sitting down and talking to your child you'll be able to see behaviors that they may not have
exhibited any time before." That mental health mobile unit is now in its pilot program at South San lSD. Coming up at 6
we will talk more with the agencies involved, Erica Hernandez, KSAT12 News.
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GMSA NEWS 09104119 5:004M 1'.29
Helmets can help keep your child safe when they're playing on scooters or bikes. According to a recent poll... one in five
parents say their child never wears helmet. As ABC's Cheri Preston reports... Skipping the helmet could lead to serious
injuries. Physical activity is an important part of maintaining good health, especially for young people. lt helps with the
development of social skills and it gets kids off the couch and away from playing video games or watching tv. Wth
students headed back to school--it's important to encourage outdoor activities while the weather is still nice. lt's common
to see children on scooters or bikes while playing outside. And the best way to prevent head injuries during these
activities?.is by using a helmet. Not all parents, though make sure their child has a helmet that fits properly-or wears a
helmet at all. A recent national poll from Mott's Children's Hospital in Michigan showed that only 59 percent of parents
were sure their child wore a helmet when bike riding--and that one in five reported their child *never* wears a helmet.
When it comes to skateboarding, just over 40 percent of parents say their kids wear helmets and when it comes to
scooters, the number drops to just *under* 40 percent. Older kids are more likely to engage in riskier behaviors and less
likely to wear a helmet compared to younger children. Last minute reminders for children besides always wearing a
helmet: use hand signals for turning and walk your bicycle in a crosswalk. That'll boost the chances that kids remain
safe when having fun outside. Wth this medical minute, I'm Cheri Preston, ABC News.

NOON NEWS 09/06/19 12'.00PM 1:30
Police say 43-year-old Jennifer Talbot got through both immigration and security at Manila's airport by concealing the
baby in an oversized sling bag. Police say this is video of an American woman trying to smuggle an infant out of the
Philippines... Jennifer Talbot pulling a 6- day old baby out of a sling as she walks through security to catch her flight back
to the U.S. Attorney Auralyn Pascual, National Bureau of lnvestigation, Deputy spokesperson said "a female nationalof
America trying to slip an infant out of the country, a six-day-old infant. and the baby had no travel documents." Talbot
almost got away with it-clearing immigration and security... she got caught when she was asked about her oversized
sling bag at the gate and failed to produce travel documents for the baby. Attorney Manny Dimaano, National Bureau of
lnvestigation, head of international airport investigation division said "based on the instruction on the bag, it should be
carried in front in an upright position it was not carried that way so there was really an intention to conceal and to sneak
out the baby. The 43-year-old mother of five who lives in Utah...was arrested and charged with human
trafficking... handcuffed and paraded by prosecutors in front of local media. Attimes, wiping away tears. According to the
Philippines Bureau of lnvestigation Talbot met the baby's biological mother "Maricris Dulap" on the internet. Dulap told
police she wanted to offer her baby up for adoption... it's unclear if Talbot paid the baby's parents...the infantwas turned
over to Philippines Government Welfare personnel. Talbot now faces potential life imprisonment that she would have to
serve in the Philippines...the baby's biological mother and father also facing charges for human trafficking. lnes De I

Cuetara, ABC News.

5P NEWS 09110119 5:00PM :22
Google could soon change the game in the baby monitor business. The company has placed a patent on a device that
uses artificial intelligence to track infants'eye and body movements ... Then warns parents five to ten minutes before
their baby wakes up. Before you get too excited, google says the patent doesn't guarantee the product will be developed
or will ever hit the shelves.

GMSA NEWS 09113119 5:00AM :57
Felicity Huffman about to find out herfate. The "Desperate Housewives" co-star pleaded guilty in May to paying 15-
thousand-dollars to a fake charity to rig her daughter's S-A-T scores. lt was part of a massive college admissions
cheating scandal involving dozens of wealthy parents. Huffman's daughter got a score of ß20 on the test...about 400
points higher than when she took the P-S-A-T the year before. Prosecutors seeking one month in prison and a 20-
thousand-dollar fine. Huffman's lawyers are asking for a year of probation along with community service and a 20-
thousand-dollar fine. Huffman expresses remorse in a letter sent to the judge that says: "l have a deep and abiding
shame over what I have done. Shame and regret that I will carry for the rest of my life." Others, including Huffman's
husband, fellow actor William H. Macy have written letter of support on her behalf. And in a case of art-imitating life..."we
did this because we thought we were helping you." Lifetime has released a trailer for "The College Admissions Scandal",
a film about the bribery and cheating investigation. I'm John Lorinc reporting.

NOON NEWS 09/18/19 12:00PM :53
Back{o-school-back to playing football. And high school players and their coaches are already out practicing on the
field. But playing in the hot sun can be dangerous. Heat-related illnesses, such as heat exhaustion and heat stroke, are
real medical emergencies. Heat exhaustion may cause an athlete to feel nauseated, lightheaded and dizzy. lf left
untreated, it can become heat stroke, a life-threatening condition-the athlete blacking out and the body's temperature
rising above 103 degrees. On hot days, if a player feels dizzy, he should stop playing, head indoors or to shade, and
seek medical attention immediately. Water, ice, sports drinks, and cold towels should be ready on the sidelines-and
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practice should break every 15 to 30 minutes for rest and water. The centers for disease control--recommends drinking
more water than usual, and not waiting for thirst to hit. Athletes, parents and coaches want kids to play more safely iñ
the sun-without losing their cool. With this medical minute, I'm Trevor Ault.

NOON NEWS 09/18/19 12:00PM :25
Britney Spears' dad has been cleared of child abuse charges. The D-A's office announced they won't be filing c¡minal
charges because there just wasn't enough proof. Last month- the pop singers ex- Kevin Federiine- filed a poice report
saying Jamie Spears physically abused their 13-year-old son. The claim says he violentty shook the boy afier breaking
down a bedroom door to reach him. Jamie has since stepped down from handling all oi Britney's affairs.

NOON NEWS 09!26119 12:00PM :35
A children'siospital in Los Angeles is in hot water after a freezer fail destroyed the stem cells of 56 patients. Stem cell
therapy is often used to treat cancer patients. The cells are collected early in treatment and then stored in a freezer in
case they can be used later. Yesterday the hospital sent out a letter notifying the patients-not the parents. One mother
said the news devastated her son. The hospital is apologizing for their notification process. ln the letter they made it
clear that no child's health was in danger. The hospital says it took multiple steps to fix the freezer and keep sómething
like this from happening again.

SCHOLAR ATHLETES OF THE WEEK:
Program Date Time
lnstant Replay 09/08/19 10:32:00 PM
lnstant Replay 09115119 10:32:00 PM
lnstant Replay 09122119 10:32:00 PM
lnstant Replay 09129119 10:32:00 PM

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:

Station Tours

Duration Student
Gilbert Salas, lll
Maggie Nava
Nicholas Munoz
Michael Rodriguez

Hiqh School
Holy Cross High School
Holy Cross High School
Harlandale High School
McCollum High School

:30
:30
:30
:30

07t16t19
07t19t19
ogt14t19
08/30/19
10t04t19

A group of twelve adults came into the station for a tour.
Girls Scouts came to the station for a behind-the-scenes tour.
Family Dr. Mehta and his family members visited the station for a tour
A tour was conducted for a small group of viewers.
Teachers from the El Paso ISD visited the station for a tour.

KSAT Personnel
08ll2Bl19 A group of KSAT12 staff members conducted a KSAT Digital Town Halt Meeting at the Scott-Davis yMCA

located at1213lowa Street on the city's eastside to inform viewers how to receive our KSAT signalwithout
paying for cable - "Cut the Cord" showing what options are available to the viewer.

09127119 Dillon Collier is participating in the Northside lndependent School District Mentoring program with a video
conference with Taft High School for Journalism mentoring program. \ fith the first of nine mentoring
meetings using Google Duo,

KSAT Çommunitv: KSAT12's "KSAT COMMUNITY", a community-wide initiative that will use the power of its media
properties to promote local initiatives that will help the greatest number of South Texas residents. KSAT Community will
also select a monthly non-profit organization nominated to KSAT12, to be recognized for their outstanding service iñ our
community. KSAT Community Partners include KSAT12, University Health Systems, San Antonio Area Óhevy Dealers
and Energy Transfer.

Gommunity Events & Non-Profit Spotlights:

July KSAT Communitv Event - "Stuff the Silverado": KSAT Community held a school supply drive in
partnership with the Salvation Army and area Chevy Dealers. With the generous contributions from the
public, we were able to provide hundreds of children with school supplies for the new school year.
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August

September

KSAT Non-Profit OrgarJization Spotlight - "Texas Kidney Foundation": Kidney disease is a state and
national problem and there is little information and support for affected people. We helped shine a lot on
an organization who strives to help the individuals affected by kidney disease and their families.

KQAT Community Evgnt - KSAT Community hosted a Mental Health Awareness Phone Bank with
support of the Texas State Hospital's non-profit the Volunteer Services Counsel of the San Antonio State
Hospital. Their influence was able to bring in several other city mental health support groups to answer
calls for individuals in need of resources. We also spotlighted the Texas State Hospital's non-profit,
VSCSASH.

KSAT12 conducted a DigitalTown Hall Meeting at the Scott-Davis YMCA to inform the viewers how to
receive our television signal without the use of cable. We had stations showing options to the public on
how to install streaming systems and antennas to be able to "Cut the Cord".

KSAT Community Event - "Drive Away Hunqer Food Drive: We partnered with the San Antonio Food
Bank for Hunger Action Month. We asked our viewers to drop off donations at local car dealerships. We
collected over 5,000 lbs. of food.

KSAT Non-Profit Orqanization Spotliqht - "Head for the Cure": This organization brings awareness for
research of brain cancer with 5K Walk & Run event. We also aired PSA's to promote the Wounded
Warrior Project in the city's first ever "Carry Forward Race" in the San Antonio area.
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

TotalAired on KSAT: 753 TotalAired on MeTV: Sl2

Local and non-local Public Service Announcements of varying lengths are aired throughout the broadcast schedules,
Monday-Sunday, on KSAT-TV and second digital channel MeTV. These public service announcements cover issues of
Health, Education, Youth & Family, Substance Abuse, and Cultural and Artistic endeavors.
(PSA summaries for KSAT-TV and MeTV are attached.)
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KSAT.TV

GERTIFICATION

I hereby state, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true, correct and complete to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief.

n/PR Coordinator

October 7. 2019
Date
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METV/KSAT-DT 12.2 pSA REPORT - 3rd qUARTER 2Ot9
tulv I August/Se ember
Station # Runs Lenqth House # Material Description

NSAT 13 30 sATs10002 PSA_NAB_WE ARE BDCASTERS
NSAT 23 30 sATs10003 PSA-SCHOOL BOARDS
NSAT 6 30 sAT510012 FCC_METV PARENTTNG E/r SPOT
NSAT 23 30 sAT510019 PSA_DRUGFREE_DAVID
NSAT T7 30 sAT510020 PSA_DRUGFREE_PAUL
NSAT 19 30 sAT510021 PSA_DRUGFREE_SUSAN

NSAT 135 30 sATs1002s PSA_GORDON HARTMAN-2O 19
NSAT 37 30 sATs10026 PSA CASA 30
NSAT 23 30 sATs10030 PSA_WE ARE BROADCASTERS 2OL9
NSAT 15 30 sATs10031 PSA_ROAD SAFETY_EDWARD
NSAT 13 30 sAT510032 PSA-ROAD SAFETY-INGRID
NSAT 20 30 sATs10033 PSA_ROAD SAFETY-KEITH
NSAT 4 1:00 sAT510035 PSA_MARIN ES_ANTH EM_60
NSAT B 1:00 sAT510036 PSA_MARIN ES_COU NTRY_60
NSAT 5 1:00 sATs10037 PSA_MARINES_PRIDE_60
NSAT 2 30 SAT51OO3B PSA_TAB_DMWT_30
NSAT 30 30 sAT510039 PSA-TEX TRIB_SEPT 26
NSAT 5 :15 sATs10040 TEXAS TRI 26 L5
NSAT 11 :30 sAT510044 PSA_H O RSES-EVE NT_OCT4
NSAT 20 :30 SAT5OOB71 KSATCM E_WOU N DED WCR-s K-1 OO5

NSAT 43 :30 SAT5OOB23 KSATCME-STUFF THE SILVERADO JULY
NSAT 6 :30 SAT5OOB34 KSATCME-TX KIDNEY FOUNDATION OBO1

NSAT 34 :30 SAT5OOB3B KSATCME-MENTAL HEALTH-PHONE BANK OB2B
NSAT 13 :30 SAT5OO835 KSATCME_BTS VACCINES-PHONE BANK OBOB

NSAT 16 :30 SAT5OOB49 KSATCME SPTLT AUG VSCSASH
NSAT 16 :30 SAT5OOB61 KSATCM DRIVE SEPT
NSAT 15 :30 SAT5OOBTO KSATCM EAD-CURE_5K-0928

572 TOTOAL PSA's Aired



KSAT12 PSA REPORT - 3rd QUARTER 2oL9

lulV I August/Se mber
# Runs Length House # Material DescriptionStation

KSAT 82 o4 sATs10009 FCC KIDS TODAY ID

FCC KIDS PRG REPORTKSAT 5 30 sATsl_0010

30 s4T510011 FCC KSAT PARENTING E/I SPOTKSAT 5

:30 sATs10013 FCC_MOVTES! PARENTTNG E/r SPOTKSAT 6

5 :30 sATs10014 FCC_H&| PARENTTNG E/t SPOTKSAT

KSAT 6 30 sATs10015 FCC_STARTTV PARENTTNG E/t SPOT

KSAT 2 30 sAT510019 PSA DRUGFREE DAVID

KSAT L 30 sATs10020 PSA DRUGFREE PAUL

KSAT L 30 sAT510021 PSA DRUGFREE SUSAN

KSAT 99 :30 sAT510025 PsA GORDON HARTMAN 201-9

:30 s4T510026 PSA CASA 30KSAT 4

KSAT 2 :30 s4T510030 PSA WE ARE BROADCASTERS 201-9

KSAT 4 1:00 sATs10036 PSA MARINES COUNTRY 60

KSAT 3 1:00 sAT510037 PSA MARINES PRIDE 60

KSAT 2 :30 sAT5l-0038 PSA TAB DMWT 30

sATs10039KSAT 25 :30 PSA TEX TRIB SEPT 26

89 :l-5 sATs10040 PSA TEXASTRIB SEPT26 T5KSAT

KSAÏ 3 :30 s4T510041 PSA DISNEY SUMMER TOYS

KSAT 23 :30 sATs10044 PSA HORSES EVENT OCT4

KSAT 78 :30 sATs00823 KSATCME STUFF THE SILVERADO JULY

KSAT T4 :30 sAT500834 KSATCME TX KIDNEY FOUNDATION 0801.

KSAT 47 :30 sATs00838 KSATCME MENTAL HEALTH PHONE BANK 0828
KSAT 77 :30 sAT50084L KSAT].2 TOWNHALL EAST SIDE 0828
KSAT 31 30 s4T500835 KSATCME BTS VACCINES PHONE BANK O8O8

sATs00849KSAT L6 :30 KSATCME SPTLT AUG VSCSASH

KSAT 45 :30 sAT500861 KSATCME FOOD DRIVE SEPT

KSAT 37 :30 s4T500870 KSATCME HEAD-CURE 5K 0928

KSAT 4T :30 sAT500871 KSATCME WOUNDED WCR 5K 1.005

753 TOTAL PSA's Aired



television network

October 1,2019

To: Station Management

Re: ABC Television Network Third Quarter,2019 Program Information

Attached is the Third Quarter review of the ABC Television Network lVews & Public Affairs
Programming. The information, which we will continue to issue on a quarterly basis, may be useful to
licensees in compiling their FCC quarterly issues/program list for your station's public inspection files. All

related legal materials will be posted on the A-Net prior to the 10th day of the new quarter (Word version
7.0).

lf you have any questions regarding this report, please contact your Station Relations representative, or
send an e-mail to abc.affi liate.relations@abc.com.

Regards,

Susi D'Ambra-Coplan
Vice President
Affiliate Relations

Attachment(s)



ABC NEWS PROGRAMS - Third Quarter, 2019
WORLD NEWS NOW

Monday thru Friday
2:00 - 4:30 AM ET

12:00 - 4:30 AM PI (Monday)
1:06:30 - 4:30 AM PT (Tuesday-Friday)

AMERICA THIS MORNING
Monday through Friday
4:00 - 7:00 AM ET
4:30 - 7:00 AM PT

GOOD MORNING AMERICA
Monday through Friday

7:00 - 9:00 AM ET / PT

GMA3: STRAHAN, SARA & KEKE
Monday through Friday
I :00 - 2:00 PM ET I 12:O0 - 1:00PM PT / CT

THE VIEW
Monday through Friday
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM ET / 10:00 - 11:00 AM PT

ABC NEWS BRIEF
Mondaythrough Friday
apx. 2:58 - 3:00PM ET / 1:58 - 2:00PM PT

Comprised of thirty-minute segments, ABC's WORLD NEWS NOW, with co-anchors Kenneth
Moton and Janai Norman, offers up-to-date news coverage including a mixture of live and taped
coverage of domestic and international news issues.

Kenneth Moton and Janai Norman co-anchor this morning news program which provides viewers
with late-breaking national and international news, sports, weather and financial reports. Featuring
separate and distinct fifteen-minute segments, information about overnight events is constantly
updated.

George Stephanopoulos, Robin Roberts and Michael Strahan provide viewers with timely news
reports, informative features, weather information, and up{o-the minute interviews with world
leaders.

Saturday I Sunday
8:00 - 9:00 AM ET l7:OO - 8:004M PT

ABC News Correspondents Dan Harris, Eva Pilgrim and \Mit Johnson will co-anchor providing
viewers with timely reports, informative features, weather information, and up-to-the minute
interviews with world leaders.

A one-hour program hosted by Michael Strahan, Sara Haines and Keke Palmer featuring their
take on trending and viral stories, buzzworthy celebrities, music, artists and influencers, lifestyle
segments with helpful takeaways, heartfelt human interest stories and fun and spontaneous
moments, all from New York City's famous Times Square.

A one-hour talk show hosted by Vühoopi Goldberg, Joy Behar, Sunny Hostin, Meghan McCain and
Abby Huntsman featuring the hottest topics, headline-making conversations, politics, pop culture,
celebrity guests and newsmakers, broadcast live from New York.

This two-minute news capsule updates important news events of the day.

NOTE: As events warrant, ABC NEWS BRIEF may be expanded or re-scheduled, or an
additional News Brief may be scheduled.
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ABG WORLD NEWS TONIGHT WITH DAVID MUIR
Monday lhrough Friday
6;30-7:00PM ET and 7:00-7:30PM ET
5:30-6:00PM PT and 6:00-6:30PM PT and 6:30-7:00PM PT

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Friday

9:00 - 10:00PM ET

20t20

NIGHTLINE
Mondaylhrough Friday
'12:37ArM - 1:06:304M ET / PT - unless otherwise indicated

WORLD NEWS TONIGHT SATURDAY
ABC WORLD NEWS TONIGHT WITH DAVID MUIR (Saturday)
Tom Llamas, Anchor

Satuñay
6:00 - 6:30PM ET and 6:30 - 7:00PM ET
5:30 - 6:00PM PT and 6:00 - 6:30PM PT

WORLD NEWS TONIGHT SUNDAY
ABC WORLD NEWS TONIGHT WITH DAVID MUIR (Sunday)
Tom Llamas, Anchor

Sunday
6:00 - 6:30PM ET and 6:30 - 7:00PM ET
5:00 - 5:30PM PT and 5:30 - 6:00PM PT

ABC News Anchor David Muir keeps viewers informed about world news events in this half-hour
news review

lnformational News magazine with Anchor John Quinones reveals how people behave when they
think no one is watching by using hidden cameras to record real reactions to thought-provoking
scenarios created by actors.

Friday
10:00- 11:00PM ET

Note: on occasion, 2Ol20will air on another night

lnformational News magazine combines hard-hitting investigative reports, newsmaker interviews,
compelling human interest and feature stories, and offers viewers a chance to learn more about the
world around them. ABC News Correspondents David Muir and Amy Robach anchor 202,0.

Ju Ju Chang and Byron Pitts co-anchor the program which provides
in-depth discussion of current events.

NOTE: As news events warrant, ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE may be expanded. Please
refer to the NIGHTLINE section for exact program times.

This half-hour news program reviews the day's major events from around the country and around
the world on the weekend.

3

NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the preemption or rescheduling of various
news feeds.



THIS WEEK WITH GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS
Sunday
9:00 - 10:004M ET / 8:00 - 9:004M PT
and 10:30 - 11:304M ET / 9:00 - 10:004M PT

ABC News Correspondents George Stephanopoulos and Martha Raddatz co-anchor this
news/interview program which focuses on the latest news events. World leaders and policy
makers participate in roundtable discussions.

NOTE: ABC Sports programs may necessitate the pre-emption or re-scheduling of various
news feeds.
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ABC NEWS PROGRAMS - Third Quarter, 2019

20t20
Friday. July 5.2019
Interview: Actor Robert Blake (9-11PM ET)
ln 2001, legendary actor Robert Blake became known for more than his roles in "ln Cold Blood" and
"Baretta." He became the star suspect in a Los Angeles murder investigation that captivated the nation
when he was arrested for the murder of his second wife, Bonny Lee Bakley. Blake was eventually acquitted
and the murder was never solved. Now 18 years after the murder, Blake speaks lo"2Ol2O," shedding light
on the case and reflecting on his past, storied acting career, relationship with Bonny and life now. (OAD:
1t11t19)

Fridav, July 12,2019
The Last Days ofJFKJr.
On July 16th, 1999 the world stood stillwhen John F. Kennedy Jr., his wife Carolyn Bessette-Kennedyand
her sister Lauren Bessette were killed in a plane crash. Now almost 20 years after that tragic day, ABC
News presents a two-hour primetime special about John, featuring his closest friends and rare, candid video
footage of John and Carolyn. The ABC News documentary explores not only John's life, but also the
stressors that he was facing in his final days, from apparent turmoil in his marriage to keeping his
magazine George afloat. (OAD: 1l}3l19).

Friday. Julv 19.2019
Yosemite Serial Killer
Cary Stayner made headlines in 1999 after he terrorized Yosemite National Park, murdering four women
within six months. The"20120" documentary dives into Cary's past, the horror that he inflicted and features
the first prime{ime TV interview with former FBI Agent Jeff Rinek and the first TV interview with former FBI
Agent John Boles, who together took Cary's shocking confession. The documentary also includes an
exclusive interview with Lenna, one of Cary's original intended victims he described in his confession, who is
revealing herself for the fìrst time since the murders to "2O12O." (OAD: 1125119)

Friday, Julv 26,2019
BTK Serial Killer
One of America's most notorious serial killers, Dennis Rader, known as The BTK Killer, spent decades
tormenting Wichita, Kansas. He brutally tortured and murdered 10 people while also taunting the tight-knit
community, local media and police with letters detailing his horrific crimes. Now, 14 years after he was
caught, his daughter, Kerri Rawson, breaks her silence to ABC News correspondent Deborah Roberts.
(OAD:2/01/19)

Friday. Auqust 2. 2019
From Best Friends to Killers
Sixteen-year-old Skylar Neese disappeared from her home one summer night, last seen on surveillance
video sneaking out of her window and getting into a sedan. What many thought was a typical case of a
teenage runway turned out to be something much more wicked. Neese was stabbed to death by her two
best friends. The police had no leads until a surprising break in the case. Correspondent Ryan Smith
interviews Neese's parents, police and high school classmates to unravel the horrific mystery and murder,
and ultimately the surprising suspects. (OAD:7|1il1a)

Fridav, August 9, 2019
The Devilin Disguise
Christopher Watts was sentenced to life in prison without parole for murdering his pregnant wife, Shanann,
and young daughters Bella and Celeste in Colorado. "2Ol2O" Co-anchor Amy Robach sits down for the first
interview with Shanann's parents, Frank and Sandra Rzucek, who open up about their daughter,
granddaughters and their grief. The pair also discusses their relationship with Chris and the shocking crime
that devastated theirfamily. (OAD: 12107118)

Friday. August 16.2019
'Til Death Do Us Part
"20120' reports on the controversial 2012 murder of Jaime Melgar who was stabbed inside his bedroom

during what initially appeared to be a home invasion. His wife, Sandra, claims she blacked out during the
incident and did not see or hear her husband being brutally attacked. But just last year, Sandra was
convicted of killing Jaime, shocking her and her family. ABC News senior national correspondent Matt
Gutman. (OAD: 11130118)
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Friday. Auqust 23. 2019
Suicide or Homicíde?
That question still lingers for Michelle O'Connell's family and friends nearly eight years after she was shot
inside her boyfriend's St. Augustine, Florida, home and died. Her family alleges she was killed by her
boyfriend, Deputy Sheriff Jeremy Banks, but the sheriffs department maintains that she committed
suicide. At the request of Michelle's family, her body was exhumed and an outside forensics expert
conducted a second autopsy for them which concluded that Michelle's death was a homicide. However,
authorities still maintain she took her own life. ABC News' Ryan Smith investigates. (OAD: 6101118)

Friday. Auqust 30, 20'1 9
The Man Behind The Mask
ln September 2015 Kelley Clayton was brutally murdered in her upstate New York home, in what turned out
to be a murder-for-hire plot orchestrated by her husband, Thomas, who was well known in the community as
a former minor league hockey star. ABC News Correspondent Deborah Roberts reports new details of the
complex case that shocked the small town and documents the trials of Thomas and hitman Michael Beard,
who were both convicted of first- and second-degree murder in connection to Kelley's death and sentenced
to life in prison without parole. (OAD: 11109118)

Fridav. September 6. 2019
Marriage, Affair, Turned Killer
"20120" co-anchor Amy Robach sits down for an exclusive interview with Mark Gerardot, whose wife, Jennair
Gerardot, killed his girlfriend and former boss, Meredith Chapman, and then died by suicide. "20120" reports
on Jennair's obsession with Mark and Meredith's relationship. Mark breaks his silence about his r marriage
to Jennair; his whirlwind relationship with Meredith; his wife's murder plot; and his life now, including his
quest to figure out how Jennair turned into a killer.

Fridav, September 13, 2019
Hustlers
ln 2013, authorities unravel the details of an extraordinary scam led by former strippers who secretly
drugged and robbed wealthy men. The women involved in the scam were the source of inspiration for the
new movie "Hustlers," and "20120" features exclusive TV interviews with two of them, Roselyn
"Rosie" Keo and Karina Pascucci, and cardiologist Dr.Zyad Younan. The hour also includes interviews with
Jennifer Lopez and Cardi B, stars of "Hustlers."

Friday, September 20. 2019
30 Years Searching
ln 1989, 18-year-old Amanda "Mandy" Stavik disappeared while jogging in her rural Washington hometown;
and later, police discovered her body in a nearby river. News of her rape and murder shook her tight-knit
community, but with no leads and police unable to find a DNA match to her killer, the case went cold for
decades. This spring, a jury found a former neighbor of Mandy's, Timothy Bass, guilty, finally bringing an
end to the nearly 3O-year-old case. A two-hour "20120" unfolds the details of how police finally got their man,
including the key role a colleague of Bass' played in cracking the case.

Fridav, September 27. 2019 (Season Premiere 2019l,2020)
Siegfried & Roy
The season 42 premiere of 20120 features the flrst prime-time interview with Siegfried Fischbacher and Roy
Horn in over a decade. The famous duo open up about the infamous career-ending tiger attack that
happened 16 years ago and nearly killed Roy; the recent allegations that the accident resulted from Roy's
mistake on stage, which the pair denies, saying that the tiger was trying to help Roy after he suffered a
stroke; and their storied career and the legacy of their Las Vegas residency. ABC News Correspondent
Deborah Robert reports.



20t20
Note: Due to the college football broadcast schedule, "20120" airs only on the West Coast (PT Stations
Only) on dates noted below.

Sundav. September I . 2019 (10:00-11 :00PM PT)
'Til Death Do Us Part
"20120' reports on the controversial 2012 murder of Jaime Melgar who was stabbed inside his bedroom
during what initially appeared to be a home invasion. His wife, Sandra, claims she blacked out during the
incident and did not see or hear her husband being brutally attacked. But just last year, Sandra was
convicted of killing Jaime, shocking her and her family. ABC News senior national correspondent Matt
Gutman. (OAD: I 1130118)

WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Friday, Auqust 9, 2019 (Season Premiere)

. A deaf person is discriminated against while trying to order food in a restaurant. \Mll other diners
stand up to the bully? DiMarco joins behind-the-scenes to watch the action. He reflects on the
scenario which resembles his own experiences living as a deaf man.

. A woman is at a restaurant by the Mexico-United States border in El Paso, Texas with a young
immigrant child, whom she is sponsoring in an effort to keep the child out of a detention facility.
Another diner implies that the woman's efforts should be focused on American children who need
help. How will bystanders react?

¡ A mother is at lunch with her hungry children near the border of Louisiana and Mississippi, the two
states with the highest percentage of people living below the poverty line, where the level of food
insecurity is staggering. The mother can only afford to split one meal between the three of them"
Wll other diners come to her aid?

. A supermarket bagger lacks basic grocery packing skills. How will shoppers react when their bread
is squished, chips are sampled and eggs are stacked below canned goods?

Fridav, Auoust 16,2019
¡ A woman is complaining about back pain while at a café with her husband and son. When she

pours out far more prescription pills than a regular dose, her family tries to confront her about
whether she's abusing the drug. As the situation grows increasingly tense and the woman becomes
defensive, how will those who overhear the conversation respond?

¡ A handyman, played by a professional stunt actor, is standing on a ladder in a Las Cruces, New
Mexico, mall when he suddenly falls and injures himself. A shopper who is obsessed with selfies
takes photos and livestreams the accident instead of helping the man. \Mll other shoppers step in
and help?

r A retired Army veteran is asked to leave a restaurant because his official service dog is with him.
How will diners react?

¡ A cashier shames an elderly man for trying to pay for his groceries in coins. Will fellow shoppers in
Picayune, Mississippi, stand up for the man?

o A man and woman are out on a first date. \Men the woman passes on a second meeting, her date
insists they split the check. Will diners who overhear step in and take a side?

Friday, Auqust 23, 2019
. A transgender woman is heading into the women's restroom when a mother, there with her

daughter, protests and insists the woman uses the men's restroom. Will others step in and say
something? Jazz watches with Quiñones behind the scenes and reflects on her own experience
and struggles regarding bathroom choice.

o A white wrestling coach walks into a barbershop with a black teen from his team. The coach
instructs the barber to cut off most of the young man's braids to avoid issues during competitions.
The teen tries to protest but the coach insists. Will those in the shop defend the teenager's right to
wear his hair as he prefers?

o A worker makes fun of a customer struggling to read from a café menu in Jasper, Alabama. How
will others react to this scenario on adult illiteracy, an issue that effects 32 million adults in
America?

. A shopper in a Kentucky supermarket checkout line keeps running back to grab one more item,
consistently holding up other shoppers. How will the delayed customers respond?
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Fridav, Auqust 30. 2019
¡ A young woman outside a bar is trying to locate her hired rideshare car when she is approached by

. a man with a different name and vehicle than what is listed on her app. \Mll others let the woman
get in the car?

o A mother is taking photos of her daughter on a gym rowing machine so she can pretend on college
applications that her daughter is on her high school's rowing team. The mother even admits that
she got the idea by reading about "Operation Varsity Blues." How will others at the gym react?

¡ Three teenagers are having lunch at a restaurant. When one with a severe peanut allergy leaves
for the bathroom, his friends decide to prank him by adding grinded nuts to his milkshake. Will other
customers step in?

o A child at an alligator farm in Gibson, Louisiana, tells his father that he is too afraid to hold a baby
alligator. The father is disappointed in his son and tells the boy he should act like a man. How will
others visiting the farm react?

o A man at a Las Cruces, New Mexico, mall trips while holding several wads of cash, sending the
money into the air. As he quickly tries to collect the bills a woman steps in to help but also pockets
some of the money for herself, without the man noticing. Will shoppers call the woman out for her
behavior?

Friday, September 6. 2019
¡ Two white teens are bullying a black teenage girl and her white male friend, telling her she doesn't

fit in with her white friend. How will others in the Decatur, Alabama, restaurant react to the racial
bullying?

¡ As the viral Facebook event dubbed "Storm Area 51: They Can't Stop All of Us" approaches, a
person who believes in life outside Earth and a nonbeliever go head-to-head in the New Mexico
Space Museum. Wll others at the museum take a side?

¡ A young woman excitedly tells her parents about a DNA test she received as a gift. As she begins
to read them the results, she's surprised to learn that her roots do not match those of her parents.
She questions her parents, who eventually reveal she was conceived with the help of a sperm
donor. How will others react?

¡ A young child takes cash out of her mother's wallet when she steps away from the table. The child
draws on the money and then rips it up, calling it confetti. Wll fellow diners stop the child?

8



ABC NEWS SPECIALS . Third Quarter, 2019
Tuesday, July 16.2019
The Lion King: Can You Feel the Love Tonight with Robin Roberts
Robin Roberts and ABC News will bring viewers into the heart of "The Lion King"'s timeless appeal and
capture the excitement of the highly anticipated new. The one-hour special hosted and co-executive
produced by Robin Roberts features interviews with cast and crew, special behind-the-scenes footage and
the debut of an exclusive unreleased scene from the new movie, "The Lion King".

Thursday. September 12. 2019
ABG News Democratic Candidates Debate
This yea/s third Democratic primary debate will be hosted by ABC News who has partnered with Univision
on the debate, sanctioned by the Democratic National Committee at Texas Southern University's Health &
PE Center in Houston. More stringent qualiffing rules apply to the debate moderated by Chief anchor
George Stephanopoulos, "World News Tonight" anchor and managing editor David Muir, ABC News
correspondent Linsey Davis and Univision anchor Jorge Ramos. The debate can be seen on ABC in prime
time, live on Univision with a Spanish translation and on ABC News Live.

Thursday. September 19, 2019
The Last Days of Phil Hartman
ln the early hours of May 28,1998, Phil Hartman's wife, Brynn, fatally shot him before she died by suicide.
Now, over 20 years after their deaths, a two-hour ABC News television event details Phil's life, legacy and
tragic murder. The news special features an exclusive interview with Gregory Omdahl, Brynn's brother,
speaking out to set the record straight about his sister; exclusive Hartman family home videos that give a
rare look into the lives of one of Hollywood's most intriguing couples; and a never-before-seen interview with
Phit.
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ABC NEWS SPECIAL REPORTS - Third Quarter, 2019

DATE START END

Friday, July 12,2019 9:48:30 AM - 9:54:13 AM

8:48:30 AM - 8:54:13 AM

7:48:32 AM - 7:54:10 AM

6:48:32 AM - 6:54:11 AM

3:43:50 PM ET

2:43:50 PM CT

1:43:50 PM MT

12:43:50 PM PT

2:O9:12PM CT

1:09:12 PM MT

12:09:12PM PT

TOPIC

Resignation of Labor
Secretary Acosta
Resignation of Labor
Secretary Acosta
Resignation of Labor
Secretary Acosta
Resignation of Labor
Secretary Acosta

Robert Mueller Testifies
Before Congress
Robert Mueller Testifies
Before Congress
Robert Mueller Testifies
Before Congress
Robert Mueller Testifies
Before Congress

El Paso Shooting

El Paso Shooting

El Paso Shooting

El Paso Shooting

El Paso Shooting

El Paso Shooting

President Trump's Remarks
on the El Paso and Dayton
Mass Shootings

President Trump's Remarks
on the El Paso and Dayton
Mass Shootings

President Trump's Remarks
on the El Paso and Dayton
Mass Shootings

President Trump's Remarks
on the El Paso and Dayton
Mass Shootings

President Trump's Remarks
on the Recent Mass
Shootings
President Trump's Remarks
on the Recent Mass
Shootings
President Trump's Remarks
on the Recent Mass
Shootings
President Trump's Remarks
on the Recent Mass
Shootings

ET

CT

MT

PT

LENGTH

0:05:43

0:05:43

0:05:38

0:05:39

Wednesday, July 24,
2019

Saturday, August 3,
2019

Saturday, August 3,
2019

Sunday, August 4,
2019

Monday, August 5,
2019

8:15:00 AM

7:15:00 AM

6:15:00 AM

5:15:00 AM

2:04:44 PM

1:04:44 PM

12:04:44 PM

3:53:25 PM

2:53:25 PM

1:53:25 PM

3:56:08 PM

2:56:08 PM

1:56:08 PM

3:04:44 PM 3:09:12 PM ET 0:04:28 El Paso Shooting

7:28:50

7:28:50

7:28:50

7:28:5O

O:04:28

O:04:28

0:O4:28

4:53:25 PM - 4:56:08 PM ET 0:02:43 El Paso Shooting

CT

MT

PT

0:02:43

O:02:43

O:02:43

4:39:22PM 4:41:56 PM ET

3:39:22 PM 3:41:56 PM CT

2:39:22PM 2:41:56 PM MT

1:39:22PM 1:41:56 PM PT

10:06:13 AM - 10:27:1O AM ET

9:06:13 AM 9:27:10 AM CT

8:06:13 AM 8:27:10 AM MT

0:O2:34

O:02:34

0:02:34

O:02:34

0:2O:57

O:20:57

0:20:57

0:20:577:06:13 AM 7:27:10 AM PT
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Monday, August 5,
2019

Saturday, August 10,
2019

Wednesday, August
14,2019

Saturday, August 31,
2019

Monday, September 2,
201 I

Tuesday, September
10,2019

Wednesday,
September 11,2019

Thursday, September
12,2019

2:58:44PM
1:58:44 PM

12:58:44 PM

8:00:04 AM

7:00:04 AM

6:00:04 AM

2:58:56 PM

1;58:56 PM

12:58:56 PM

6:13:06 PM

5:13:06 PM

4:13:06 PM

12:19:15 PM

11:19:154M

10:19:15 AM

9:19:15 AM

11:15:32 AM

10:15:32 AM

9:15:32 AM

7:44:57 AM

6:44:57 AM

5:44:57 AM

8:00:00 PM

7:00:00 PM

6:00:00 PM

5:00:00 PM

3:03:37 PM CT

2:03:37 PM MT

1:03:37 PM PT

8:06:00 AM CT

7:06:00 AM MT

6:06:00 AM PT

Stock Market Losses

Stock Market Losses

Stock Market Losses

3:58:44 PM 4:03:37 PM ET 0:04:53 Stock Market Losses

0:04:53

0:04:53

0:04:53

9:00:04 AM 9:06:00 AM ET 0:05:56 Jeffrey Epstein Suicide

0:05:56

0:05:56

0:05:56

Jeffrey Epstein Suicide

Jeffrey Epstein Suicide

Jeffrey Epstein Suicide

3:58:56 PM - 4:05:18 PM ET 0:06:22 Stock Market Losses

3:05:18 PM

2:05:18 PM

1:05:18 PM

O:O6:22

O:06:22

O:O6',22

CT

MT

PT

Stock Market Losses

Stock Market Losses

Stock Market Losses

7:13:06 PM 7:14:18 PM ET O:O1:12 Shooting in Texas

6:14:18 PM

5:14:18 PM

4:14:18 PM

CT

MT

PT

12:23:29 PM ET

11:23:29 AM CT

10:23:29 AM MT

9:23:29 AM PT

1 1:21:36 AM

10:21:36 AM

9:21:36 AM

CT

MT

PT

7:47:55 AM CT

6:47:55 AM MT

5:47:55 AM PT

11:00:00 PM ET

10:00:00 PM CT

9:00:00 PM MT

8:00:00 PM PT

Shooting in Texas

Shooting in Texas

Shooting in Texas

Fatal Boat Fire Off
California Coast

Fatal Boat Fire Off
California Coast
Fatal Boat Fire Off
California Coast
Fatal Boat Fire Off
California Coast

John Bolton

John Bolton

John Bolton

9/11 Moment of Silence

9/11 Moment of Silence

9/11 Moment of Silence

O:01:12

O:01:12

O:01:12

12:15:32PM - 12:21:36 PM ET 0:06:04 John Bolton

0:04:14

0:04:14

0:04:14

O:O4:14

0:06:04

0:06:04

0:06:04

8:44:57 AM 8:47:55 AM ET 0:02:58 9/11 Moment of Silence

0:02:58

0:02:58
0:02:58

3:00:00

3:00:00

3:00:00

3:00:00

ABC News Democratic
Candidates Debate

ABC News Democratic
Candidates Debate
ABC News Democratic
Candidates Debate
ABC News Democratic
Candidates Debate

Tuesday, September 10:27:03 AM - 10:46',22 AM ET 0:19:19 The Passing of Cokie
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17,2019

Tuesday, September
24,2019

Wednesday,
September 25,2019

Wednesday,
September 2S, 201 9

Wednesday,
September 25,2019

Thursday, September
26,2019

9:27:03 AM

8:27:03 AM

7:27:03 AM

10:00:00 AM

9:00:00 AM

8:00:00 AM

7:00:00 AM

4:28:15 PM

3:28:15 PM

2:28:15 PM

1:28:15 PM

9:46:22 AM CT

8:46:22 AM MT

7:46:22 AM PT

Roberts

The Passing of Cokie
Roberts
The Passing of Cokie
Roberts
The Passing of Cokie
Roberts

0:19:19

0:19:19

0:19:19

4:58:50 PM 5:14:38 PM ET

3:58:50 PM 4:14:38 QM CT

2:58:50 PM 3:14:38 PM MT

1:58:50 PM - 2:14:46 PM PT

House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi Calls for
lmpeachment lnquiry
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi Calls for
lmpeachment lnquiry
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi Calls for
lmpeachment lnquiry
House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi Calls for
lmpeachment lnquiry

Ukraine Call Transcript
Release
Ukraine Call Transcript
Release
Ukraine Call Transcript
Release
Ukraine Call Transcript
Release

President Trump's Press
Conference with Ukraine
President Zelensky

President Trump's Press
Conference with Ukraine
President Zelensky

President Trump's Press
Conference with Ukraine
President Zelensky

President Trump's Press
Conference with Ukraine
President Zelensky

President Trump Press
Conference

President Trump Press
Conference
President Trump Press
Conference
President Trump Press
Conference

2:19:08 PM 2:43:41PM ET

1:19:08 PM 1:43:41 PM CT

12:19:08 PM - 12:43:41PM MT

11:19:08 AM - 11:43:41 AM PT

10:18:32 AM

9:18:32 AM

8:18:28 AM

7:18:30 AM

ET

CT

MT

PT

5:15:58 PM ET

4:15:58 PM CT

3:15:58 PM MT

2:15:52PM PT

0:15:48

0:15:48

0:15:48

0:15:56

0:18:32

0:18:32

0:18:28

0:18:30

0:24:33

O:24:33

0:24:33

0:24:33

O:47:43

0:47:43

O:47:43

O:47:37

8:49:10 AM 12:33:09 PM ET Acting Director of National
lntelligence Joseph
Maguire's Testimony

Acting Director of National
lntelligence Joseph
Maguire's Testimony

3:43:59

3:43:597:49:10 AM - 11:33:09 AM CT
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6:49:10 AM 10:33:08 AM MT

5:49:10 AM 9:33:09 AM PT

Acting Director of National
lntelligence Joseph
Maguire's Testimony

Acting Director of National
lntelligence Joseph
Maguire's Testimony

3:43:58

3:43:59
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THIS WEEK - Th¡rd Quarter,2019
Sunday, Julv 7 2019
Guests:

. Kevin McAleenan
Acting DHS Secretary

. Rep. Rashida Tlaib
Oversight Committee
(D) Michigan

. Rep. Seth Moulton
2020 Presidential Candidate
(D) Massachusetts

. Perry Bacon Jr.
FiveThirtyEight Senior Political Writer

. Steve lnskeep
Host, NPR's "Morning Edition" and "Up First"

Topics:
¡ Humanitarian Crisis At the Border
. 202O Presidential Candidates

Sundav. Julv 14. 2019
Guests:

. Ken Cuccinelli
Acting Director, U.S. Citizenship and lmmigration Services

. Sen. Amy Klobuchar
(D) 2020 Presidential Candidate
Judiciary Committee
(D) Minnesota

. Tom Steyer
(D) 2020 Presidential Candidate
Rachael Bade
Washington Post Congressional Reporter
CNN PoliticalAnalyst

. Alexi McCammond
Axios National Political Reporter

Topics:
. Humanitarian Crisis At the Border
¡ 202O Presidential Candidates

Sunday. July 21, 2019
Guests:

. Rep. Elijah Cummings
Chair, Oversight Committee
(D) Maryland

¡ Mercedes Schlapp
Senior Adviser, Trump 2020 Campaign
Former White House Director of Strategic Communications

. Gov. Steve Bullock
2020 Presidential Candidate
(D) Montana

. Maggie Haberman
New York Times White House Correspondent

¡ Roland Martin
Host and Managing Editor, #RolandMartinUnfiltered

. Ayesha Rascoe
NPR \¡llhite House Reporter

Topics:
. Trump 2020 Campaign
. The Week's Politics
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Sunday, July 28. 2019
Guests:

. Rep.Jerrold Nadler
Chair, Judiciary Committee
(D) New York

Rep. WillHurd
lntelligence Committee
(R) Texas
Mayor Bill de Blasio
2020 Presidential Candidate
(D) New York
Meghan McCain
"The View" Co-Host

o De Blasio 2020 Campaign
. The Week's Politics

Sundav. Auqust4.2019
Guests:

r Mick Mulvaney
Acting White House Chief of Staff

. Julián Castro
(D) Presidential Candidate
Former HUD Secretary
Former San Antonio Mayor

. Al Gore
o Jonah Goldberg

Columnist, LA Times
Fellow, American Enterprise lnstitute

. Stefanie Brown James
Democratic Strategist
VP of Training & Outreach, EMILY's List

Topics:
t 202O Democratic Primary
¡ Climate Control

Sunday. Auoust 11.2019
Guests:

o Sen. Cory Booker
Presidential Candidate
(D) New Jersey

o Christian Picciolini
Founder, "Free Radicals Project"
Author, "\Mite American Youth and the Forthcoming Breaking Hate"

. Mary McCord
Professor, Georgetown University Law Center
Former DOJ Acting Assistant Attorney General for National Security

¡ Patrick Gaspard
Open Society Foundations President
Obama White House PoliticalAffairs Director

Topics:
¡ White Nationalism
¡ Domestic Terrorism
. Booke/s 2020 Campaign

Sunday. Auqust 18. 2019
Guests:

¡ Peter Navarro
Director, White House Office of Trade and Manufacturing Policy

. Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand
(D) Presidential Candidate
(D) New York

. Stacey Abrams

a

Topics:

l5



a

a

Founder, Fair Fight Action
Author, "Lead From the Outside"
David Drucker
Washington Examiner Senior Political Correspondent

Alexi McCammond
Axios National Political Reporter

Voter suppression
The Week's Politics

Topics:

Sunday, August 25, 2019
Guests:

¡ Joe Walsh
(R) Former lllinois Congressman

. Cindy McCain
Board Chair, McCain lnstitute

r Alice Stewart
Republican Strategist
CNN Political Commentator

Topics:
. Death of Sen. John McCain
o 2O2O GOP Nomination
. The Week's Politics

Sundav, September 1. 2019
Guests:

. Kevin McAleenan
Acting DHS Secretary

. Sen. PatToomey
Finance Committee
(R) Pennsylvania

. Mary Jordan
Washington Post National Correspondent

. Asma Khalid
NPR Political Correspondent

ïopics:
Hurricane Dorian
China Trade War
The Week's Politics

Sunday, September 8. 2019
Guests:

. Mike Pompeo
Secretary of State

¡ Tom Perez
Democratic National Committee Chair

¡ Rich Lowry
National Review Editor
Author, "The Gase for Nationalism"

. Alexi McCammond
Axios National Political Reporter

Topics;
e One-on-One with Mike Pompeo
. This Week's Politics

Sunday. September 15. 2019
Guests:

. Mayor Pete Buttigieg
2020 Presidential Candidate

(D) South Bend, lndiana
. Sen. Amy Klobuchar

2020 Presidential Candidate

a

a

a

a

ló



a

(D) Minnesota

Sen. Ted Cruz
(R) Texas
Donna Brazile
Fox News Contributor
Former DNC Chair
Arshad Hasan
Democratic Strategist

a

a

Topics:
. Post Democratic Debate
. Gun Control

Sundav, September 22. 2019
Guests:

o Mike Pompeo
Secretary of State

¡ Gen. James Mattis
U.S. Marine Corps (Ret.)
Former Secretary of Defense
Author, "Call Sign Chaos: Learning to Lead"

. Sam Donaldson
Former "This Week" Co-Anchor

¡ George Will
Washington Post Columnist
Former ABC News Contributor

. Donna Brazile
Fox News Contributor
Former DNC Chair

¡ Mara Liasson
NPR National Political Correspondent
Fox News Contributor

¡ Karen Tumulty
Washington Post Political Columnist

Topics:
. Cokie Roberts Tribute

Sunday. Seotember 29. 2019
Guests:

. Rudy Giuliani
President Trump's Personal Attorney
(R) Former New York City Mayor

. Rep.Adam Schiff
Chair, lntelligence Committee
(D) California

Topics:
. lmpeachment lnquiry
. Politics of lmpeachment
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NIGHTLINE (M-F| -Third Quarter, 2019
Mondav, July 1. 2019

¡ Taylor Swift
¡ Sexiest Vet
¡ Venus Upset

Tuesdav, Julv 2. 2019
o Shark Attacks
. Beyonce'sChoreographer
. Women's Soccer

Wednesdav, July 3, 2019
r Lil Nas X
. lG Baby Model
e The Little Mermaid

Thursdav. July 4, 2019
. Howard Stern

Friday. July 5.2019
. Special Edition: Lamar Odom the lnterview

Mondav, July 8.2019
. Sea ofShadows
o Little Mermaid Controversy
. Soccer Champs

Tuesdav, July 9, 2019
¡ Epstein Accusers
. Soccer champs
. Hiking Duo

Wednesday. Julv 10. 2019
. Special Edition: Miracle of Sight

Thursdav, July 11.2019
o Coach Rob
¡ Mayor Pete
. Jump Bull

Friday. Julv 12,2019
. Scott Stapp
¡ Man vs. Shark
. Baby Boom

Mondav, July 15.2019
¡ Russian Prison
. Vida
¡ Wedding for Grandma

Tuesdav, Julv 16.2019
o Justice JP Stevens
¡ JFK Jr. Crash 20
¡ Lion King
. Siste/s Bedtime Stories

Wednesdav, July 17. 2019
¡ Women At Risk
¡ Dr. Ruth Doc
. Beyonce's Spirit

Thursday, Julv 18.2019

l8



. FaceApp Flap

. Man on the Moon

. Making New Memories

Fridav, Julv 19,2019
. Evil in Eden
. The Last Lions
¡ Apollo 11 Virtual View

Mondav. Julv 22, 2019
o Black & Missing
¡ Rebel Bella
. Mr. Rogers Returns

Tuesdav, Julv 23.2019
¡ Sex on the Set
. Fake Heiress
e Soldier Surprise

Wednesdav, July 24, 2019
¡ Ole Miss Murder
. Cat Con
. Selma Blair

Thursday. July 25,2019
. Special Edition: Bishop Under Fire - Sins of the Father

Friday-July 26. 2019
. My Father BTK

Monday, July 29. 2019
. Gram Canyon
. Rom Com Fest
¡ Lil Nas X Record

Tuesday. Julv 30.2019
. Special Edition: Child Bride Next Door

Wednesday. Julv 31, 2019
. Democratic Showdown
¡ Marianne Williamson
. Military Kids

Thursdav, Auqust 1. 2019
¡ Hot Car Deaths
. Katy Perry Damages
. Special Flight Attendant

Fridav, Auqust 2,2019
. Tinder Swiped
¡ Descendants 3
¡ Peak Performance

Monday, August 5, 2019
¡ Mass Shootings
. Dayton Shooting
¡ Victims

Tuesday, Auqust 6. 2019
¡ SChan
. Camp Mariah
¡ Toni Morrison
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Wednesday, Auqust 7. 2019
. Trump-Shootings
¡ Shark Attack
. Helping Hands

Thursday, Auoust 8, 2019
. Special Edition: Beyond the lce Bucket Challenge

Friday. August 9, 2019
. Chris Watts - Devil in Disguise

Monday. August 12.2019
. Epstein Suicide
. Gender Reveal
¡ Simone Biles

Tuesday. August 1 3. 2019
. lncels
. Family of 15
. Joyride

Wednesdav, Auqust 14. 2019
¡ Cocaine Cowboys
. Wedding Crashers
. Jay-Z NFL

Thursday. Auqust 1 5, 201 I
. Cameron Boyce
¡ Serena vs the Umpire
r Kindergarten Wish

Fridav, August 16, 2019
¡ Earnhardt Crash
¡ Mansion Marketing
¡ Football Gift

Monday, August 19.2019
. Natural Hair Movement
. George Takei
. Maddy Mad Dog

Tuesday. August 20, 2019
r Extremists Arrested
. Coco Gauff
. El Paso \Mdower Gift

Wednesday, Auqust 21. 2019
. Beto Reboot
. Spina Bifida Athlete
. Taylor Swift GMA

Thursday. August 22. 2019
. Taylor Made
¡ TransgenderBathrooms
¡ Baseball Fan

Fridav. August 23. 2019
r Special Edition: The Calls for Help
. Utah Campus Murder Update
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Thursdav. Auqust 29, 2019

Monday, Auoust 26. 2019
¡ Rainforest on Fire
. AVlCll
r Skywalker

Tuesday. Auqust 27, 2019
. Vaping
. Queen of Slime
¡ lce Cream Shop

Wednesday. Auqust 28. 201 9
. Special Edition: Vanished China's Missing Muslims

. Galapagos
r Slo-Mo guys
. Lemonade Stand

Fridav, Auqust 30. 2019
. Town to Remember
r Kim Petras
¡ Valerie Harper

Mondav, September 2, 2019
. Hurricane Dorian
¡ Foster Family
¡ Dorian's Dog Lady

¡ Dorian
¡ Bieber Confession
. Principal Returns

Wednesday. September 4. 2019
. Ady Barkan
¡ Hustlers
. Moving'Mantra"

Thursday, September 5, 2019
. CT Missing Mom Case
. Melody VR
. Serena

Friday, September 6. 2019
¡ Main Line Murders

Monday, September 9. 2019
. Special Edition: The Hunt for lSlS Fighters

Tuesday. September 10. 2019
. Vaping
. Beto Around the Table
. Sidewalk Hug

Wednesdav. September 11, 2019
o Antonio Brown
¡ Contenders @20 Mayor Pete
. 9/1 1 First Responder

ïhursdav. September 12. 2019
. Special Edition: The Democratic Debate

Tuesday. September 3, 2019
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Friday. Seotember 1 3, 201 9
r Varsity Blues
. Real Life Hustlers
¡ TextAngel

Monday. Sentember 16. 2019
. Mom Wine Culture
¡ Christie Brinkley DWTS
. Ric Ocasek

Tuesday. September 17, 2019
. Special Edition: Celebrating Cokie Roberts

Wednesdav. September 18, 2019
. Morgan Spurlock
. Dog lmpossible
. Beer Donations

Thursdav. Seotember 19, 2019
. Dividing Line
¡ Matty Mo
¡ Biker Lemonade

Friday. September 20. 2019
. Mandy Stavic

Monday, September 23. 201 9
. Kid Stylist
. Bob lger
¡ United Nations

Tuesdav. September 24. 2019
. lmpeachment lnquiry
r Bad Moms

Wednesday, September 25. 2019
. lmpeachment lnquiry
¡ Demi Moore
¡ Barbara Walters

Thursday, September 26. 2019
¡ Whistleblower
¡ Demi Moore Part 2
. Star Wars Resistance

Friday. September 27. 2019
¡ Amber Guyger
. Siegfried & Roy
¡ Diana + Harry

Monday. Seotember 30. 2019
. Triple Emergency
¡ Prince Harry
¡ Sweetest Surprise
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